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The secret's in the fit. And the fit is .. Haggar ®! Sportcoats and 
slacks from an extensive selection of Haggar separates Downtown on 
1, Northland, Eastland, Westland, Kingsdale, Richland, Lima. And 
at Castleton and Lafayette Square in Indianapolis, Indiana. 
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SPECIAL SALUTE TO 1926 FOOTBALL TEAM 
The Department of Athletics at The Ohio State 
Un iversity proudly pays tribute to the members of 
the 1926 Buckeye football team who are in attend-
ance today and celebrating the 50th anniversary re-
union. There are 28 team members and two man-
agers from this fine team that won seven and lost 
one. Congratulations and best wishes from the Ohio 
State family. 
Cover Photo by : Malcolm Emmons 
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You've 
utus 
Three cheers for the mustard 
that outsells all the other 
brands combined . French 's 
is Number One. Look around 
the stad ium. See the winner 
in action . 
we make your life delicious. 
The R. T. French Company 
One Mustard Street , Rochester. N. Y. 
.. 
REPRESENTING OHIO STATE 
DR. HAROLD L. ENARSON 
President 
J. EDWARD WEAVER 
Director of Athletics 
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PROFESSOR ROY A. LARMEE 
Faculty Representative 
W. W. (WOODY) HAYES 
Head Football Coach 
OHIO STATE 4-1-1 PURDUE 3-3 
Coached by W.W. " Woody" Ha yes, 30-Year Record 217-64-9 Coached by Alex Agase, 13-Year Record 48-80-2 
osu OPP p OPP 
Sept. 11 Michigan State 49 21 Sept. 11 Northwestern 31 19 
Sept . 18 At Penn State 12 7 Sept. 18 At Notre Dame 0 23 
Sept. 25 Missouri 21 22 Sept. 25 Southern California 13 31 
Oct. 2 UCLA 10 10 Oct. 2 Miami of Oh io 42 20 
Oct. 9 At Iowa 34 14 Oct . 9 At Wisconsin 18 16 
Oct . 16 At Wisconsin 30 20 Oct. 16 Ill inois 17 21 
Oct. 23 Purdue Oct. 23 At Ohio State 
Oct. 30 At Indiana Oct. 30 At Michigan State 
Nov. 6 Illinois Nov. 6 Michigan 
Nov. 13 At Minnesota Nov. 13 At Iowa 
Nov. 20 Michigan Nov. 20 Indiana 
TOP INDIVIDUALS 
RUSHING ATT. YDS. AVG. TD LG RUSHING ATT. YDS. AVG. TD LG 
Jeff Logan 100 664 6.6 2 75 Scott Dierking 11 5 634 5.5 7 44 
Pete Johnson 99 446 4.5 11 58 John Skibinski 94 532 5.7 4 53 
Rod Gerald 97 356 3.6 6 32 Mark Vitali 56 215 3.8 3 30 
Ron Springs 31 128 4.1 0 20 Mike Northington 30 97 3.2 1 10 
PASSING ATT. COMP INT. YDS. TD LG PASSING ATT. COMP. INT. YDS. TD LG 
Rod Gerald 33 12 4 186 0 39 Mark Vita li 102 47 8 827 0 49 
Jeff Logan 1 1 0 36 0 36 Steve Barr 1 1 0 0 0 0 
Jim Pacenta 1 0 0 0 0 0 
RECEI VING NO. YDS. AVG. TD LG RECEIVING NO. YDS. AVG. TD LG 
Jim Harrel l 3 61 20.3 0 36 Regg ie Arnold 9 177 19.7 0 30 
Greg Storer 3 46 15.3 0 19 John Skibinski 7 59 8.4 0 15 
Herman Jones 2 48 24.0 0 39 Raymond Smith 6 177 29.5 0 49 
Bill Jaco 2 45 22.5 0 19 Scott Dierking 6 67 11 .2 0 20 
SCORING TD EX P-1 EXP-2 FG TP SCORING TD EXP-1 EXP-2 FG TP 
Pete Johnson 11 0 0 0 66 Scott Dierking 7 0 0 0 42 
Rod Gerald 6 0 0-1 0 36 John Sk ibinski 4 0 0 0 24 
Tom Sk ladany 0 18-19 0-1 4-10 30 Mark Vitali 3 0 0-1 0 18 
Jeff Logan 3 0 0 0 18 Rock Supan 0 2-2 0 3-4 11 
Bob Hyatt 1 0 0 0 6 Scott Sovereen 0 4-5 0 1-2 7 
John Turner 0 4-7 0 1-3 7 
PUNTING NO. YDS. AVG. LG PUNTING NO. YDS. AVG. LG 
Tom Skladany 25 1069 42.7 61 David Eagin 22 817 37.1 60 
TEAM EFFORTS 
osu OPP. PURDUE OPP. 
288.5 170.6 RUSHING YARDS PER GAME AVERAGE 265.8 182.2 
37.0 137.2 PASSING YARDS PER GAME AVERAGE 140.7 173.8 
325.5 307.6 TOTAL YARDS PER GAME AVERAGE 406.5 356.0 
35/13/4 141 /66/9 PASSES ATI./COMP./INT. 103/48/8 128/74/8 
25/42.7 28/40.1 PUNTING ATIEMPTS/AVERAGE 22/37.1 26/38.2 
1 2 3 4-Total SCORING BY QUARTERS 1 2 3 4-Tota l 
Ohio State 42 71 24 19 - 156 Pu rdue 30 29 32 30 -121 
Opponents 7 7 24 56 - 94 Opponents 16 48 27 39 -130 
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When the teams on the lield 
hit the showers, 
the team at WTVN radio 
knows the score. 
All the scores - from around the state, the conference and the nation . 
Join WTVN's Don Alexandre and his sports team after the game for 
SPORTSWATCH. You 'll hear up-to-the minute news, scores and stories 
from the world of sports. 
SPORTSWATCH is brought to you by : 
JOHN W. GEESE OFFICE FURNITURE WAREHOUSE • 
SAEGER BUICK• JOSEPH SCHLITZ BREWING CO. • 
CITY NATIONAL BANK AND TRUST CO. 
Hear Bob Conners and Ken Coleman for play-by-play of ALL OSU 
football games on 61 O radio . 
Follow the leaders 
on 
w 
810 
is Columbus 
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How does Woody Hayes evaluate 
the progress of his 1976 Ohio State 
football team? 
" We 're getting better with each 
game ," answers Wayne Woodrow , 
whose squad has won its last two 
starts and now stands at 4-1-1 on the 
year and 3-0 in the Big Ten . " We 
played our best offensive game of the 
year last week at Wisconsin (a game 
won 30-20 by the Buckeyes) and our 
defense was awfully good until late in 
the game when the outcome was al-
ready decided . 
" I don 't think there is any question 
but that we are improving ," he con-
cluded. 
Does that mean the Dean of Big Ten 
football coaches is satisfied with the 
Buckeyes ' play thus far . Not on your 
life! 
" I'm never satisfied ," snapped 
Woody, the owner of 11 Big Ten titles 
in his 26 years at OSU . " You can 't be 
if you want to keep improving. Even if 
we were unbeaten at this point , I 
wouldn 't be satisfied ." 
One of the areas where Hayes feels 
the Buckeyes are improving is the pas-
sing game. 
" We have thrown the ball much 
more efficiently the last three games 
than we did earl ier in the year," he de-
clares. " Rod Gerald (OSU quarter-
back) was bothered by a bursitis con-
dition early in the season but he is 
healthy now and throwing the way we 
OSU ICERS HOME 
The Ohio State hockey team returns 
home next weekend to meet York 
University In a pair of games at the 
OSU Ice Rink. Starting time Friday 
and Saturday Is 8:00 p.m. with tickets 
for students , faculty-staff and the 
general public available at the door 
for $2.00. Tickets can be purchased 
In advance Monday through Friday 
at the St. John Arena Ticket Office. 
York , coached by former Oh io 
ltate coach Dave Chambers, posted 
a 24-11 record last year and was one 
of the top teams In Canada. With 17 
lettermen returning this year, pros-
pect, are again bright. 
The Buckeye, , who are at Ea st 
1 Lan1ln1 thl1 week for a two-game 
lerlH with WCHA member Michigan 
ttate, opened their season last week 
lay 1weapln1 a pair of gamea from St. 
Clair Collage, 7-4 and 11-1. 
IN THE HUDDLE 
By Steve Snapp 
have always known that he can. And 
our young offensive line is providing 
better protection now.'' 
As an afterthought Hayes added : 
" Maybe we haven 't hit many passes 
so far, but the ones we have hit have 
been big ones ." 
Gerald , a 6-1 , 173-pound sopho-
more who has had to break in against 
some of the finest football teams in the 
country , probably had his best game 
last week at Wisconsin , rushing for 81 
yards and two touchdowns and com-
pleting three of six passes . 
" Rod made a number of big plays 
for us against Wiscons in," noted 
Woody. " He is a fine football player 
and he is just going to get better." 
Young Roderick and company lock 
horns with the Purdue Boilermakers 
this afternoon . The Riveters , who are 
making their first visit to Ohio Stadium 
since 1969, have a 3-3 record and are 
2-1 in conference play. 
The Purdue attack will present a 
number of problems for the OSU de-
fense , wh ich has been hobbled this 
year by a rash of injuries that incl udes 
everything from sh in splits to ligament 
damage. 
Of foremost concern will be Quar-
terback Mark Vitali , who has already 
put the ball in the air 102 times this 
year and has 47 completions and a 
whopping 827 yards to show for it. 
The Boilermakers , who are averag-
ing a very respectable 406 yards a 
game in total offense , can also run the 
ball. Tailback Scott Dierking has 634 
yards and seven touchdowns to his 
cred it and Fullback John Skibinski has 
rushed for 532 yards and four TDs. 
On the other side of the coin , Coach 
Alex Agase 's defensive platoon has ten 
starters returning from last year . The 
lone new face in the lineup is sopho-
more Cleveland Crosby, a 6-5, 230-
pound defensive tackle , who just hap-
pens to lead the Boilermakers in tack-
les with 64 and tackles fo r losses with 
nine for a minus 37 yards . 
Another sophomore , middle guard 
Ken Loushin , has 59 tackles to rank 
second in that department for the 
Boilermakers , who are meeting the 
Buckeyes for the 27th time since the 
series opener in 1919. 
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BACK OF THE WEEK 
JEFF LOGAN - TAILBACK - Rushed for 
113 yards against Wisconsin before being 
sidelined early in the third quarter with a 
bruised calf. His alert five yard run after he 
mishandled a pass from center on a field 
goal attempt resulted in a fi rst down and led 
to the Buckeyes' second touchdown. The 
21 -year old junior has topped the 100-yard 
rushing mark in four of the Buckeyes' six 
games and leads the squad in rushing with 
664 yards in an even 100 attempts . That's a 
6. 6 average per carry for Logan , who ranks 
3rd in the Big Ten in rushing and stands 
14th nationally . 
LINEMAN OF THE WEEK 
LOU PIETRINI - OFFENSIVE TACKLE -
Won five Buckeye leaves for his performance 
against Wisconsin last week. Graded out to 
76 percent against the Badgers , the second 
week in a row that he has had the top mark 
among OSU linemen . The fifth-year senior 
from Milford, Conn ., who is in his first year 
as a starter, has been one of the Buckeyes' 
most consistent performers after missing all 
of the 1972 and '73 seasons because of in-
juries. He played in ten games last year as 
the Buckeyes third tackle , but only logged 
42.5 minutes of playing time. He's already 
topl)'ed that figure this year and appears 
headed for a fine season . 
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Our clothing affords one 
the luxury ol taking cer tain 
things /or gra nted : 
Comfort . qua/1/y and good taste 
~ 
L.L. £uPP co. 
CLOTHIER 
88 EAST BROAD AT THIRD STREET, COLUMBUS 
Our Apprecialion lo lhe 
osu 
• FACULTY 
• RESIDENTS 
• INTERNES 
• STUDENTS 
who enjoy our apartments 
STEWART 
APARTMENTS 
1856 Northwest Blvd. 
488-1167 
WE HAVE 
OUR OWN 
WINNING 
TRADITION 
AT STOUFFERS 
UNIVERSITY INN 
Where Columbus can discover 
attractive accommodations, fine 
food and good fun, and modern 
meeting faci I ities. 
• 200 smartly appointed guest rooms. 
• nine private rooms for conventions, 
meetings and banquets for up to 300. 
• bus service to and from the game . 
• 
. ~ 1 An Old English pub-t I ~ style restaurant where 
VERN the menu is as unique 
and irresistable as the decor. 
GROGSHOP A rockin ' place 
with lively and spirited drinks and enter-
tainment for a lively and spirited crowd. 
Sw,/fer:s 
UNIVERSITY INN 
3025 Olentangy River Road • 267-9291 
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HEAD COACH 
WOODY HAYES 
Woody Hayes and football have become 
synonymous during the past three decades. So, 
too , have Woody Hayes and winning. 
Hayes, now in his 26th year at Ohio State, is the 
fourth winningest coach in college football history 
with 217 victories in 31 seasons . Only Alonzo 
Stagg , Pop Warner and Bear Bryant have more 
triumphs than the 63-year old Hayes, who spent 
three years at Denison and two at Miami (0.) be-
fore taking over the Buckeyes in 1951. 
Hayes, last year's Coach of the Year when his 
team won 11 of its 12 starts, has won 184, lost 53 
and tied 9 at OSU for a winning percentage of 
.766. In Big Ten play he owns a 135-33-7 record 
and has captured 11 conference championships. 
No other conference school comes close to either 
figure during the past quarter of a century. 
Currently Hayes, who has coached longer in the 
Big Ten than anyone except Stagg (41-years at 
Chicago) and Bob Zuppke (29 years at Illinois), is 
working on a string of four consecutive confer-
ence titles and an unprecedented four straight 
Rose Bowl appearances by the Buckeyes. A Big 
Ten crown in 1976 would make Ohio State the first 
team in conference history to win five consecutive 
championships. 
Overall , Hayes, a native of New Philadelphia, 0. , 
has taken eight OSU teams to Rose Bowls and 
produced national championship squads in 1954, 
1957 and 1968. His 1969 squad , which posted a 9-1 
mark, is generally regarded as one of the finest 
college football teams ever assembled . 
Since Woody has coached at Ohio State, the 
Buckeye school has led the nation in average 
home game attendance for 21 of the last 25 years 
and finished second the other four seasons. At the 
end of 1975, Ohio State owned a string of 44 con-
secutive home sellouts. 
Hayes has spent his entire coaching career 
within the state of Ohio. After graduating from Den-
ison in 1935, he accepted a position as assistant 
football coach at Mingo Junction where he re-
mained until being named head coach at New 
Philadelphia in 1938. He won 19, lost 10 and tied 
one at New Philly before joining the Navy in 1941. 
Following his discharge, Hayes returned to Den-
ison to embark upon a collegiate coaching 
career. In the time since, he has become one of 
the most respected and most successful coaches 
the profession has ever known . 
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W.W. Hayes 
WOODY'S LIFETIME RECORD 
DENISON (3 Years, 1946-'48) 
Cont. Opp. 
Won Lost Tied Pct. Titles Points Points 
19 6 0 .760 2 640 243 
MIAMI (2 Years, 1949-'50) 
Cont. Opp. 
Won Lost Tied Pct. Titles Points Points 
14 5 0 .737 1 607 263 
OHIO STATE (1951-1976) 
Cont. Opp. 
Won Lost Tied Pct. Titles Points Points 
184 53 9 .766 11 5820 2831 
CAREER TOTAL (31 years) 
Cont. Opp. 
Won Lost Tied Pct. Titles Points Points 
217 64 9 .763 14 7067 3337 
•• 
• •• 
/ .. hGIIIJ) ... · .. 
[ cloth1n9 ·1 
apparel for • 
• 
• 
• 
• • : Big and Tall men : 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Contemporary apparel with 
famous name brands including: 
SUITS AND SPORT COATS 
Palm Beach • Petrocelli • Botany 500 
Phoenix • V-Line 
SLACKS - Jaymar • Asher 
DRESS SHIRTS _ 
Enro • Manhattan • Byron Britton 
SHOES - Bo·stonian 
Johnston-Murphy • Jarman 
Carrying a wide range of sizes 
for the Big and Tall man 
EXTRA TALL-Sizes 38-60 
EXTRA BIG-Sizes 48-60 
PORTLY-Sizes 42-72 
SHOES-Sizes to 16 
Widths to EEE 
COLUMB 
t,11 
1643 W. Lane AV£. 
486-7737 
6060 Channingway Blv 
864-4344 1. 
Open Wed ., Thu. 
& Fri. Evenings 
DAYTON 
4813 Salem Ave. 
276-5033 
CINCINNATI 
9796 Colerain, opposite Northgate 
385-6633 \ 
7381 Kenwood, across from Kenwood Mal ~\\ 
984-8511 T F . E . 
also . . . Open Mon., hu . & r1. venings 
AKRON / BU FF ALO/ CLEV ELAND / DETROI T/ NASHV ILLE/TO EDD 
., 
, :.; u AN A L 
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Watch for BancOhio just around the corner, 
© 1976 Ba ncOhio Corporation/Member FD! 
all around the state. 
BancOhio 
Corporation 
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WOODY'S MEN 
Pictured above are OSU's eight assistant football coaches, the men 
who help Head Coach Woody Hayes make the Buckeye program a consis-
tent winner. Kneeling (L-R) : Dick Walker (Defensive Backfield), Alex Gibbs (Defensive Line), Mickey Jackson (Offensive Backfield), George Chaump (Quarterbacks). Standing (L-R) : George Hill (Defensive Coordinator), Esco 
Sarkkinen (Defensive Ends), John Mummey (Offensive Ends), Ralph Staub (Offensive Coordinator) . 
AFTER THE GAME ... 
ENJOY A SIT- DO N 
DINNER AT CA Y-
OUT PRIC S!! 
All our steaks include a baked potato or trench 
fries , all you can eat from our Salad Bar and 
Texas Toast. We also have free refills on cof-
fee and soft drinks . 
Visit the newest Bonanza in Columbus. We 
think you will be pleasantly surpri sed at the 
changes that have been made ! 
1 
ONLY 1 MILE 
... 
V 
NORTH OF THE STADIUM 
3370 OLENTANGY RIVER ROAD 
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64 BILL LUKENS Offensive Guard 
Captain 
84 BOB BRUDZINSKI Defensive End 
35 BOB HYATI Split End 
1 TOM SKLADANY Kicker 
Captain 
9 ED THOMPSON Linebacker 
Captain 
59 RON AYERS Offensive Guard 
OH STA E 
BUCKEYES 
75 NICK BUONAMICI Defensive Tackle 50 MIKE DATISH Center 11 JIM HARRELL Wingback 
Photos by H ouse of Portraits 
33 PETE JOHNSON Fullback 21 MAX MIDLAM Defensive Halfback 2 LARRY MOLLS Fullback 
12 
15 JIM PACENTA Quarterback 
94 DAVE ADKINS Linebacker 
78GARTH COX Offensive Tackle 
44RAY GRIFFIN Safety 
65 BARNEY RENARD Offensive Guard 43 BRUCE RUHL Defensive Hallback 
22JOE ALLEGRO Safety 67EDD1E BEAMON Defensive Tackle 
96MARTY CUSICK Defensive End 86JOE DIXON Defensive End 
Photos by House of Portraits 
66TYRONE HARRIS Defensive Tackle 
13 
49HERMAN JONES Split End 
25SCOTT WOLERY Safety 
55AARON BROWN Middle Guard 
74LOU PIETRINI Offensive Tackle 
98PAUL JONES Defensive End 
"The Wonderful World of Dis-
ney" is the theme of Homecom-
ing 1976. Working with this 
theme, the Homecoming Com-
mittee is sponsoring both tra-
ditional and innovative events. 
This year's activities included 
a campus area parade, lawn 
decorations at dormitories, so-
rorities and fraternities , the 
king and queen contest, and a 
rally with the coaches and the 
team. Today will be climaxed 
with the pre-game crowning of 
the Homecoming King and 
Queen and the Buckeyes vs. 
Boilermakers football game. 
The Homecoming Committee 
is pleased to sponsor these 
events and invites you to view 
the lawn decorations around 
campus. 
We welcome back all Alumni 
and friends of The Ohio State 
University and hope you enjoy 
thi s Homecoming weekend. 
ECOMING 197 6 
HOMECOMING COMMITTEE: (left to right) Heather Hephner, John Hulme, co- chairman, 
Cindy Englefie ld, Tom Spignesi , Michele Kuhar, co-chairman, Ken Telzrow, Cheri Bjork-
lund, Harry Schne id er, Hel en Ferg uson , link Murph y, Susie Brown . 
King and Queen Candidates 
Julie T. Theibert Brenda K. Toler Mary Ann Beneke 
Francisco R. Gonzales Michael G. Detzel 
Max C. Seymour Alex C. lambrinides Albert C. Gilbert 
Pam ela D. Hague Kitsy A. Carr 
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o !Jf!f1ora Aij - . 
13/:#/Yf!s 
''J.er OL' DOC /iOJ.ll>AY INN 
PRESCRIBE S0ME11-l1N6 
SPECIAL BeF~e AN!) ArfE~ 
THE GAME!', 
JOIN EVERYBODY FOR THE PRE-GAME 
AND AFTER -GAME ACTIVITIES 
JUST LIKE YOU DID LAST YEAR !!! 
LIVE ENTERTAINMENT MONDAY 
THRU SATURDAY . 
across from the 
OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY 
328 W. Lane Avenue 
( 614) 294-4848 
after the game 
GO 
TO 
Famous for CHINESE FOOD 
AMERICAN FOODS HOURS: 
LUNCH AND DINNER a Mon.-Thur. 11 :30 AM-10 :30 PM ,14' Fri. to 1 :00 AM 
Carry-Out Orders ~1'4 Sat. 4 PM-1 AM 
COCKTAILS ~ • Sun. 4 PM-10 PM 
3130 Olentangy River Rd . 
between W.N. Broadway & Dodr idg e 
261-1791 
i IUUIIIRICII 
I (II 
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L. 
51 MARK LANG Center 91 BOB LILLIE Tight End 34 JEFF LOGAN Tailback 53 DOUG PORTER Center 
OHIO STATE 
BUCKEYES 
26 TOM ROCHE Defensive Hallback 23 RON SPRINGS Tailback 57 JIM SAVOCA Offensive Guard 30 CHARLIE SIMON Linebacker 
Photos by H ome of Portraits 
80 GREG STORER Tight End 79 CHRIS WARD Offensive Tackle 69 ERNIE ANDRIA Offensive Guard 27 RICH BROWN Linebacker 
16 
19 MICKEY ARCHER 81 FARLEY BELL Defensive Hallback Defensive End 76 TIM BURKE Offensive Tackle 71 BYRON CATO Middle Guard 36 TOM COUSINEAU Linebacker 
32 KELTON DANSLER 8 ROD GERALD Defensive End Quarterback 42 LES GORDON Tailback 46 DUNCAN GRIFFIN 83 JOE HORNIK Defensive Hallback Defensive End 
87 BILL JACO Tight End 92 JOEL LASER Offensive Guard 20 LEONARD MILLS 90 JOE ROBINSON Defensive Halfback Tight End 16 PAUL ROSS Linebacker 
Photos b'Y House of Portraits 
99 JIMMY MOORE Tight End 72 MARK SULLIVAN 97 TERRY VOGLER Defensive Tackle Defensive End 85 TIM VOGLER Tight End 58 TOM WAUGH Offensive Guard 
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1976 OHIO STATE FRESHMAN FOOTBALL CLASS 
FIRST ROW (L-R): Chuck Hunter, Ken Fritz, Dean Diefen-
thaler, Scott Burris, Ed Mills, Gary Dulin, Ron earwig. 
SECOND ROW (L-R): Doug Wymer, Davis Hall, Bryan Fer-
guson, Paul Campbell, Matt Jackson, Mike Guess, Greg Cas-
tignola. 
THIRD ROW (L-R): Doug Mackie, Brian Schwartz, Ricky 
Johnson, Tom Blinco, Steve Hall, David Budd, Mike Strahine. 
FOURTH ROW (L-R): Bill Harmon, Marc Cox, Ric Volley, Tim 
Sawicki, Jim Laughlin, Jim Caruso, Mike Schneider. 
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WE'RE American Airlines 
DOING WHAT WE DO BEST, 
SUPPORTING THE OHIO STATE 
BUCKEYES, DOING WHAT THEY 
DO BEST. 
Eliminates outdoor 
BOTTLE and CAN 
AND WE'RE READY TO FLY YOU 
TO THE ROSE BOWL. CALL 
American Airlines OR YOUR 
TRAVEL AGENT. 
© 
,. 
Now you can get the new, fabulous portable drink container 
in scarlet and gray or your favorite school colors. 
Sip Stik is the fun way to drink your favorite hot or cold beverage when-
ever you want - wherever you want. Just pull out the straw for sipping and 
push it back in for sealing. It 's a straw and beverage container all in one. 
It's lightweight and easy to carry along. Great for football games or wher-
ever you want to take a "sip" along. You can choose from 3 different 
sizes. Available at stores in the campus area or by mail. 
total 
YES! Send _ Sip Stiks to: no. price 12 oz. - 14'" size@ $2.38 ea . 
22 oz. - 24" size@ $3.98 ea. Name ___________ r-3_2_o_z_-_-3_4_··-s-iz_e_@_$_4_.9_8 _ea-.-t---t------1 
Address___________ 75 cents shippi ng & handling 
.75 
r---------,T,-o-ta-1--t---t------1 
City & State _________ 1--0-h-io-r-es-id-e-nts-ad_d_4_%_s_a_les-ta_x,___.. __ _, 
Zip ____________ l-_______ T_o_ta_l_~-~-----1 
0 Scarlet & Gray 
0 Other - please specify : 
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Please send check or money order to: 
Paka, Inc. 
5900 Sharon Woods Blvd. 
Columbus, Ohio 43229 
HUGH D. HINDMAN 
Associate Athletic Director 
JAMES L. JONES 
Assistant Athletic Director 
RICHARD L. DELANEY 
Assistant Athletic Director 
PHYLLIS BAILEY 
Assistant Athletic Director 
The Ohio State University Athletic Staff 
MARVIN HOMAN 
Director of Publicity 
FREDERIC BEEKMAN 
Director of lntramurals 
CLAUDE E. FULLER 
Business Manager 
STEPHEN SNAPP 
Assistant Director 
of Publicity 
ROBERT C. RIES 
Director of Ticket Sales 
ROGER DEERHAKE 
Assistant Ticket Director 
DR. ROBERT J. MURPHY DR. H. SPENCER TURNER BILLY HILL 
Head Team Physician 
GREG EVANS 
Assistant Trainer 
20 
Team Physician 
JOHN BOZICK 
Equipment Manager 
Co-Head Tra iner 
D.C. KOEHL 
Assistant Director 
of Publicity 
"Ohio's Greatest Convention Motor Hotel" 
PROUDLY PRESENTS 
EVERY DAY 
BREAKFAST FROM 7 A.M. 
FOi.LOWED BY 
LUNCH 
AND 
CANDLELIGHT DINING 
AFTER 5:30 P.M. 
ENTERTAINMENT STARTS AT 
4:30 P.M. IN THE PIANO BAR 
DANCING AFTER 7:30 P .M. 
TUESDAY through SUNDAY 
TAKE A "MINI" FOOTBALL 
WEEKEND VACATION -AVOID 
SATURDAY NIGHT TRAFFIC -
DINE, DANCE - ROOM W ITH US. 
THE CANDLELIGHT DINING ROOM 
Most Elegant Buffets 
SATURDAY 6 P.M. - 9 P.M. 
SUNDAY BRUNCH & BUFFET 
from 11 A.M.-2 P.M. 
Menu Service Othe r Hours 
SUNDAY DANCING AFTER 6 P. M. 
QUICK SNACKS IN THE RED LION ( LO:b~~~~l~DE) FROM 11:30 A.M. 
THE NEIL HOUSE MOTOR HOTEL 
41 S. HIGH ST. - OPPOSITE THE CAPITOL- (614) 221-5221 
FREE PARKING FOR CANDLELIGHT ROOM EVENING DINNER AND OVERNIGHT GUESTS 
IN THE NEIL HOUSE GARAGE, REAR OF THE "NH" 
Pfeifer Printing means more than just quality printing. 
We offer complete art and layout services, typesetting, 
photographic skills, and, of course, fine printing in black 
and white and color. 
What does this mean to our customers? It means one 
stop service, no running to an agency for art work, to a 
studio for pictures, to a typesetter for a couple lines of 
type. This saves time, which in turn saves money. 
As Columbus' oldest commercial printing company, we 
know our business. Feel free to call one of our competent 
representatives for advice on your next printing job. 
190 E. FULTON ST. Corner of 1-70 West & Fourth St, 
228-1081 
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In 1919, University Hall presided over an expanse of lawn not yet 
criss-crossed by the sidewalks that cut patterns on the Oval today for 
Seen through the west door of the Administration Building, the clock 
tower of University Hall takes on an eerie look during the razing. The 
street seen here Is now a pedestrian walkway, closed to cars, and 
provides parking spaces for Innumerable bicycles. 
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the thousands of students that cross It every hour. Horseless car-
riages could pull up and park at the front door on a driveway that has 
today become a landscaped mall , closed to all but pedestrian traffic. 
University Hall 
By Tahlman Krumm 
Just 103 years ago, the tradition of University 
Hall began somewhat noisily for the first 24 stu-
dents and six faculty members of the Ohio Agricul-
tural and Mechanical College. 
The college 's first faculty member, T. C. Men-
denhall , recalled the havoc of that registration 
morning , Sept. 17, 1873. The building , still under 
construction , stood , he mused , " in the midst of a 
muddy field , surrounded by the noise, dirt , and 
confusion of the unwilling departing workmen , 
and supported and sustained by all students." 
The building was finally completed for the start 
of the winter term of 1874 at a cost of $150,085.02, 
about 30 per cent above the original bid . 
For want of a better name, it was first called the 
" college building." Later it was renamed Main 
Building , and on March 1, 1892, University trustees 
officially designated it as University Hall. 
For some time University Hall served as the only 
academic building on the 331-acre campus, shar-
ing uncrowded space with 11 other buildings, 
most of them used in farming , amid wheat fields 
and woodlands north of the still small state capi-
tal. 
But the University grew, and over the 100 years 
of University Hall 's first life , its Victorian grandeur 
stood watch over the evolution of a rich University 
heritage and the growth of the campus to 3,300 
The new University Hall , dedicated today, once again dominates the 
northwest Oval. Two other buildings, Dulles Hall to the north and Inde-
pendence Hall , an auditorium to the west, also were part of the Uni-
versity Hall construction plan and provide additional classroom and 
office space. 
The tower clock of University Hall returned Just last summer after a 
four-year absence. The old clock, given to the University by the Class 
of 1903 and placed in the tower of the original University Hall , was 
salvaged when the original building was razed in 1971. Workers instal-
led the iron number assembly, the only part of the original clock used 
in reconstructing the timepiece, by hand. The clock hands being 
positioned here are made of aluminum, replacing the original hands of 
oak. The white clock face and interior mechanism are also new. The 
original clockworks, as well as many other parts saved from the old 
building, are being considered for inclusion in a display planned for a 
memorabilia room in the reconstructed building. 
a campus landmark is reborn 
acres and 51 ,000 students. Over those same years, 
University Hall at various times sheltered the of-
fices of presidents, deans, departments and the 
first campus library. A child was born in its attic . A 
funeral was held in its chapel. And it listened with 
the students and faculty that brought it life to the 
notable personalities of five generations. In the 
process of becoming the focus of college life, Uni-
versity Hall also became the symbol of Ohio State 
itself. 
But the wear and tear of University Hall 's first 
century took their toll. Often struck by lightning , 
once rocked by an earthquake, and for decades 
giving evidence inside and out of serious deterio-
ration , University Hall was ordered closed in June 
of 1969 as a safety precaution . Two years later, 
and 100 years after plans were fashioned for an 
academic building " at the north edge of the old 
orchard , south of two walnut trees," the tangible 
beginning of The Ohio State University was razed . 
The decision to tear down University Hall had 
not been made easily, and , at that, not until after 
every effort had been made to find a practical al-
ternative. From all across the state, from the gen-
eral public , alumni , faculty and students alike had 
come appeals to save University Hall . Mindful of 
those appeals and the spirit behind them, Univer-
sity officials acted quickly to replicate University 
Hall , and out of one tradition grew another, inex-
tricably linked with the University's past but re-
flecting the needs of its future . 
It is that blend of past and future tradition that 
was honored at a special University Hall dedica-
tion this morning . 
On the outside , new University Hall resembles in 
almost every detail its predecessor. In spirit , the 
resemblance is complete . 
Inside , things are a bit different. Among the 
facilities of the new building are a special 
philosophy library , 12 classrooms anq 12 
seminar-conference rooms, 83 offices, space tor 
94 teaching associates, and faculty and staff 
lounges. 
Like the original , however, new University Hall 
will house once more the Graduate School and the 
classics and philosophy departments, and it has 
added the Department of Black Studies. 
Reinforcing its link between past and future , 
University Hall also is to contain a reconstructed 
1873 classroom displaying some of the materials 
preserved from the original building . 
Cost of the new structure was $3.75 million . 
More important, however, University Hall , sym-
bolic of the birth of one of the nation 's great uni-
versities , presides majestically once more over the 
richness and diversity of lite and thought that 
characterize the essence of higher education and 
the campus of The Ohio State University. 
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In all the world there's "only one! 
1421 Olentangy River Road / Phone 421-7337 / Open Daily 11 a.m. to 1 a.m. Sundays 11 a.m. to 9 p.m. 
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There's Nothing 
Like 
Fine Crystal ... 
. . . OR DI ER I THE ELEGA T 
CRYSTAL ROOM. Featuring Prime Ribs of 
Beef prepared in the Old English Way and our 
fabulous F laming Brochettes of Beef. Call 
Eileen today at 224-8211 for Luncheon and 
Dinner Reservations . Always Free Parking . 
The Crystal Room 
T e PICK FORT HA YES Hotel 
Downtown at 31 West Spring Street 
OHIO STATE'S GRADUATE ASSISTANTS 
Kneeling (L-R): Ray Raduege, Todd Alles. 
Standing (L-R): Dick Mack, Mark Duffner, Lou Mathis, Woodrow Roach. 
BAY 
LOBSTER & STEAK HOUSE 
1266 W. 5th Ave. 
I 
,I All SEAFOOD & LOBSTERS II 
i flown in fres h da ily' IJ I 
; SELECT YOUR OWN LOBST ER IN OUR TANK 
•., 
,. 
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If it's on 
the house 
should be 
Dean & Barry 
0 io S ate Roster 
No . Name Pos. Wgt. Hgt. Class Hometown No . Name Pos . Wgt. Hgt. Class Hometown 
94 · Adkins, David LB 214 6-2 Jr. Xenia 87 Jaco, William TE 247 6-5 So. Toledo 
22 · Allegro, Joseph s 176 5-11 Jr. West Pittsburgh, Pa. 33 • Johnson, Pete FB 247 6·1 Sr. Long Beach , N.Y. 
69 · Andria, Ernest OG 240 6-3 So. Wintersville 48 Johnson, Ricky TB 194 6-0 Fr. Santa Maria, Calif. 
19 Arc her, Stewart DB 191 6-0 So. Toledo 49 'Jones, Herman SE 200 6-3 Jr. Miami , Fla. 
59 • Ayers , Ronald C 234 6-4 Sr. Columbus 98 Kellum, Wendell DT 212 o-8 So. Columbus 
82 Barwig, Ron TE 238 6-8 Fr. Willoughby Hills 51 "Lang , Mark C 220 6-1 Jr. Cincinnati 
67 ·Beamon , Edd ie DT 254 6-2 Jr. Cincinnati 92 Laser, Joel OG 232 6-2 So. Akron 
81 · Bell , Farley DE 228 6-4 So. Toledo 5 Laughlin , James FB 208 6-2 Fr. Lyndhurst 
29 Bl inco, Thomas LB 225 6-2 Fr. Lewiston , N.Y. 91 Lillie , Robert TE 233 6-3 Jr. Dayton 
55 ·Brown, Aaron MG 228 6-2 Jr. Warren 34 ·Logan , Jeff TB 182 5-10 Jr. North Canton 
27 Brown , Richard LB 205 6-2 So. Columbus 64 'Lukens, William OG 233 6-1 Sr. Cincinnati 
84 ·Brudzinski , Robert DE 224 6-4 Sr. Fremont 73 Mackie, Douglas OT 250 6-4 Fr. Saugus, Mass. 
3 Budd , David p 172 6-1 Fr. Chester, N.J. 21 'Midlam, Max DHB 192 5-10 Sr. Marion 
75 'Buonamici , Nicholas DT 242 6-3 Sr. Brentwood, N.Y. 62 Mills, Edward DT 250 6-7 Fr. Columbus 
76 Burke, Tim OT 252 6-4 So. Wapakoneta 20 'Mills, Leonard DHB 190 6-3 So. Miami , Fla. 
63 Burris, Scott OT 244 6-3 Fr. Pt. Pleasant, W. Va . 2 Molls, Larry FB 186 6-0 Sr. Parma Heights 
38 Campbell , Paul FB 21 8 6-1 Fr. Ravenna 99 'Moore, Jimmy TE 258 6-5 So. Tempe, Arizona 
41 Caruso, Jim DHB 196 6-0 Fr. Wappingers Falls, N.Y. 15 • Pacenta , James QB 190 6-3 Sr. Akron 
7 Castignola , Greg QB 181 6-2 Fr. Trenton , Mich . 74 'Pietrini , Louis OT 248 6-3 Sr. Milford , Conn. 
71 ·cato, Byron MG 234 6-2 So. Lorain 53 'Porter, Douglas C 232 6-2 Jr. Youngstown 
93 Coburn , Don MG 195 6-1 Sr. Wickl iffe 65 Renard , Barney OG 218 6-3 Sr. Maumee 
36 'Cousineau, Thomas LB 224 6-3 So. Fairview Park 90 Robinson , Joseph TE 255 6-5 So. Pauld ing 
78 Cox, Garth OT 248 6-4 Jr. Washington Court House 26 'Roche, Thomas DHB 190 6-2 Jr. Staten Island , N.Y. 
88 Cox, Marc SE 192 6-0 Fr. London 16 Ross, Paul LB 224 6-1 So. Fort Valley, Ga. 
96 Cusick, Martin DE 214 6-2 Jr. Lakewood 43 Ruhl , Bruce DHB 187 6-1 Sr. Southfield , Mich. 
93 Dailey, Jed PK 190 5-9 Jr. Waverly 10 Saunders, Jeith DHB 185 6-0 Jr. New Brighton, Pa. 
32 ·Dansler, Kelton DE 205 6-2 So. Warren 57 "Savoca, James OG 228 6-2 Jr. Solon 
50 Datish, Michael C 235 6-3 Sr. Warren 68 Sawicki , Tim MG 206 6-0 Fr. Mayfield 
85 Diefenthaler, Dean DT 255 6-2 Fr. Curtice 37 Schneider, Michael FB 205 6-2 Fr. Cincinnati 
86 'Dixon , Joseph DE 221 6-3 Jr. Trenton , Mich. 14 Schwartz , Brian DHB 188 6-1 Fr. Simi Valley, Cal if. 
60 Dulin . Gary OG 250 6-5 Fr. Madisonvil le , Ky. 17 Scudder, Al TB 190 5-11 So. Dayton 
28 Durtsch i. Herbert DHB 190 5-9 Jr. Galion 30 "Simon, Charles LB 222 6-2 Jr. Dublin 
89 Ferguson, Bryan SE 172 6-0 Fr. Troy 1 'Skladany, Thomas p 192 6-0 Sr. Bethel Park, La. 
4 Ferrelli , Jeff DHB 181 5-10 Jr. Columbus 23 Springs, Ronald TB 196 6-2 So. Williamsburg , Va. 
56 Fritz , Kenneth MG 232 6-3 Fr. Ironton 80 ·storer, Gregory TE 224 6-5 Jr. Cinci nnati 
8 'Gerald , Roderic QB 173 6-1 So. Dallas, Texas 39 Stover, Andrew DHB 190 6-2 So. Cleveland Heights 
42 Gordon, Lester TB 192 6-1 So. New Rochelle , N.Y. 6 Strah ine, Michael QB 186 6-0 Fr. Lakewood 
46 ·Griffin, Duncan s 186 5-11 So. Columbus 72 'Sull ivan, Mark DT 245 6-4 So. New Bedford , Mass. 
44 ·Griffin, Raymond s 179 5-9 Jr. Columbus 9 'Thompson, Ed LB 221 6-1 Sr. Waverly 
12 Guess, Michael s 173 5-11 Fr. Columbus 97 Vogler, Terry DE 207 6-2 So. Covington 
54 Hall , Davis OG 230 6-3 Fr. Uniontown, Pa. 85 Vogler, Tim TE 232 6-3 So. Covington 
77 Harmon, Wil liam OG 242 6-2 Fr. Massillon 18 Volley, Ricardo WB 210 6-0 Fr. Lynchburg , Va. 
11 ·Harrell, James WB 186 5-10 Sr. Curtice 79 ·ward , Christopher OT 278 6-4 Jr. Dayton 
66 "Harris, Tyrone DT 246 6-3 Jr. Columbus 58 Waugh, Thomas OG 242 6-1 So. Norwalk 
95 Heilman, Ph ili p DE 218 6-2 Sr. Defiance 25 Wolery, Scott s 170 5-10 Sr. Delphos 
83 ·Hornik , Joseph DE 219 6-3 So. North Olmsted 13 Wolfe, Chris FB 200 5-10 Sr. Junction City 
24 Hunter, Charles FB 212 6-2 Fr. Newark, Delaware 61 Wymer, Douglas DT 240 6-3 Fr. Findlay 
35 'Hyatt, Robert SE 175 5-10 Sr. Lagrange 'Denotes Letterman 
47 Jackson , Matthew WB 210 6-3 Fr. Fort Valley, Ga. 
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CHOICE OF NAME BRANDS ON MOST ITEMS 
GREAT SELECTION OF SPARK PLUGS, MOTOR OILS, 
WAXES, ADDITIVES, RADIOS PLUS ACCESSORIES & 
REPLACEMENT PARTS. COMPARE OUR PRICES ANY-
WHERE. 
INC REDIB LE PR ICES ON KELLY SPRINGFIELD TIRES 
COMPLETE SELECTION OF TO P QUALITY KELLY SPR ING-
FIELD TIRES. CHECK OUR LOW, LOW EVERY DAY PR ICES. 
PLUS CHECK OUR ADS FOR SPECIAL SALES. 
DO -IT-YOURSELF ANO SAVE! 
CHECK INTO OU R "DO-IT-YOUR-
SELF" & SAVE PHILOSOPHY. WE 
HAVE ALL THE PARTS & EQU IP-
MENT YOU NEED INCLU DI NG A 
COMPLETE LI NE OF AUTO REPAIR 
MANUALS. 
RAPID ACTION PARTS SERVI CE 
IF YOU NEED AN ITEM WE DON 'T 
HAVE IN STOCK, WE'LL LET YOU 
KNOW IF AND WH EN WE CAN GET 
THE PART BEFORE YOU LEAVE THE 
STORE. MOST TIMES YOU 'LL HAVE 
IT WITHIN 24 HOURS. 
Nationwise 
Doit 
yourself 
and save 
HELPFUL TIPS FROM QUALIFIED PERSONNEL 
IF YOU DON'T KNOW OR EVEN IF YOU 'RE AN EXPERIENCED PRO WITH 
A QUESTION, JU ST ASK US. AUTOMOTIVES AR E OU R BUSI NESS. OUR 
PER SONNEL TAKE PRIDE IN BEING OF ASSISTANCE TO YOU . 
HIGH PERFORMANCE EQUIPMENT 
HUGE SELECTION OF HIGH PER-
FORMANCE PR ODU CTS . FAMOUS 
NAMES SUCH AS ACCEL, HOLLEY, 
EDELBROCK, ROCKET, HU RST PLUS 
MANY OTHERS. 
ULTRA-LOW PRICES ON ALL NAME 
BRANDS 
IF ITS YOUR FAVORITE BRAND -
CHAN CES ARE WE CARRY IT 1 AC. 
AUTOLITE, CH AMP ION, QUAKER 
STATE, VALV OLI NE , KEN DALL. 
FRAM, HOLL EY, MONROE, CRAGAR 
. .. ALL THE TO P NAMES. 
NATIONWISE TIP FOR FALL! 
The cooling system in your car is something that merits your attention. Simple preventive 
maintenance practices and the use of clean 50-50 solutions of ethylene glycol coolant solutions 
both winter and summer will keep your car running as it should, with fewer repairs and re-
placements being required, for many, many thousa nds of extra, trouble-free mi les. 
Check your car's cool ing system this way: 
Before the engine is started in the morning and while it is cold , remove the radiator cap and 
look at the coolant in the radiator. Note the leve l at which you find it. 
If it is low, there is probably a leak in the cooling system somewhere. 
If you still have last winter's antifreeze solution in the radiator, look at it carefully. Is it clean? 
If it is, you may leave it alone until fall's pre-winter servicing. 
If, however, the coolant is dirty, contains rust and visible impurities, do drain the entire cooling 
system and flush it with a cooling system cleanser. 
Drain and flush out thoroughly any cleanser used prior to refilling the system with the 50- 50 
mixture of coolant that you have pre-mixed before pouring into the radiator. (If you have any 
left over after topping off the radiator, keep it in storage in a sealed container for future 
make-up of coolant.) 
Before f i ll ing the rad iator with the coolant, check for faulty hoses by squeezing them and look 
for signs of checking, flaking, breaks, cracks, undue softness or brittleness. 
Replace all faulty hoses. 
REMEMBER THERE ARE 70 NATIONWISE AUTO PARTS STORES TO SERVE YOU THROUGHOUT 
OHIO, INDIANA, N. CAROLINA, VIRGINIA, W. VIRGINIA, KENTUCKY AND FLORIDA. STOP IN ONE 
SOON. 
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Alex Gibbs-Defensive Line 
THAT'S RIGHT ... 
COACH'S PROFILE 
Alex Gibbs is starting his second year with the 
Buckeye staff. He coached the offensive guards 
and centers last year, but has been shifted to the 
interior defensive line this season. 
Gibbs is a native of Thomasv ille , North Carolina. 
He is a graduate of Davidson in 1963 and has an 
M.A. degree from the University of North Carolina 
in 1964. 
He began his coaching career as a high school 
assistant for two years. In 1966 he was named 
head coach at Mt. Airy High . In three years he won 
three conference titles and two state champion-
ships. 
In 1969 and '70, Gibbs went to Duke as defen-
sive backfield coach. He spent the next two years 
at Kentucky in a similar capacity. In 1973 and '74, 
Gibbs coached at West Virginia, again as defen-
sive backfield coach . 
In the short time he has been at Ohio State, Alex 
has become a favorite because of his enthusiasm , 
knowledge of the game and willingness to work. 
Alex is married and he and his wife, Rose, have 
three children , daughter Sandra, and sons, David 
and Chuck. 
WE'RE THE FLAG-WAVERS! 
... There are al l kind of flag-wavers in this world 
who wave flag for all ort of reason . The Ohio 
State Un iver ity Alumni A ociation , the official or-
ganization of graduates and former tudents of The 
Ohio tate Univer it y, ha a membership of some 
72,000 trong. We tand behind and support the Scar-
let and Gray. You can , too , in many different ways. 
One way , visible to many, i to display a Buckeye 
Flag. 
Each flag measure 3' x 5', a gray block "O" on each 
ide e t on a scarlet field , grommet holes on one end 
permit easy attaching, and the durable nylon and 
tackle-twill material mean it will be flying long after 
the game with that "other team ." 
For each flag , alum ni a ociatio n members hould send 
$ 12.00 . For non-member cot is $15.00. Shipping and tax 
are included in the above prices. Check should be made 
payable to: Ohio State Alumni Association. Send your order 
to: Ohio State Alumni Association , Alumni House, 2400 
0/entangy River Road, Columbus, Ohio , 43210. 
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ew C.,.,_.evrolet 
A whole new car. A whole new ball game. 
Now that's more like it . 
..., 
Ohio State 
OFFENSE 
87 BILL JACO ...................... TE 
79 CHRIS WARD .... .............. LT 
57 JIM SAVOCA ......... .. ...... . LG 
51 MARK LANG .................... C 
64 BILL LUKENS ...... .. .......... RG 
74 LOU PIETRINI ........... .. ... RT 
49 HERMAN JONES ............ SE 
8 ROD GERALD ................ QB 
34 JEFF LOGAN ...... ............ TB 
47 MATT JACKSON .......... WB 
33 PETE JOHNSON .............. FB 
DEFENSE 
84 BOB BRUDZINSKI ......... ... LE 
75 NICK BUONAMICI ... ....... LT 
55 AARON BROWN .......... MG 
67 EDDIE BEAMON .............. RT 
32 KELTON DANSLER .......... RE 
36 TOM COUSINEAU ... ....... LB 
9 ED THOMPSON .......... ... . LB 
26 TOM ROCHE ...... ... . ... ... HB 
12 MIKE GUESS .................. HB 
22 JOE ALLEGRO ...... ....... ... CB 
44 RAY GRIFFIN .................... S 
THE BUCKEYE SQUAD 
1-Skladany, P 
2-Molls, FB 
3-Budd, P 
4-Ferrelli, DHB 
S-Laughlin, FB 
6-Strahine, QB 
7-Castignola, QB 
8-Gerald, QB 
9-Thompson, LB 
I 0-Saunders, DHB 
I I-Harrell , WB 
12-Guess, S 
13-Wolfe, FB 
14-Schwarh, DHB 
1 S-Pacenta, QB 
16-Ross, LB 
17-Scudder, TB 
IS-Volley, WB 
19-Archer, DHB 
20-Mills, DHB 
21-Midlam, DHB 
22-Allegro, CB 
23-Springs, TB 
24-Hunter, FB 
2S-Wolery, S 
26-Roche, DHB 
27-Brown, LB 
28-Durtschi, DHB 
29-Blinco, LB 
30-Simon, LB 
32-Dansler, DE 
33-P. Johnson , FB 
34-Logan, TB 
JS-Hyatt, SE 
36-Cousineau , LB 
37-Schneider, FB 
38-Campbell, FB 
39-Stover, DHB 
41-Caruso, DHB 
42-Gordon , TB 
43-Ruhl, DHB 
44-R. Griffin , S 
46-D. Griffin , S 
47-Jadson, WB 
48-R. Johnson , TB 
49-Jones, SE 
SO-D11tish , C 
SI-Lang, C 
S2-Vogler, C 
53-Porter, C 
S4-Hall, OG 
55-Brown, MG 
56-Frih, MG 
S7-Savoca , OG 
58-Waugh, OG 
59-Ayers, C 
60-Dulin, OG 
61-Wymer, DT 
62-Mills, DT 
63-Burris, OT 
64-Lukens, OG 
6S-Re nard , OG 
66-Harris, DT 
67-Beamon, DT 
68-Sawicki , MG 
69-Andria , OG 
71-Cato, MG 
72-Sullivan, DT 
73-Madie, OT 
74-Pietrini, OT 
73-Buonamici, DT 
76-Burke , OT 
77-Harmon, OG 
78-Cox, OT 
79-Ward, OT 
BO-Storer, TE 
Bl-Bell, DE 
82-Barwig , TE 
83-Hornik, DE 
84-Brudzinski, DE 
85-Tim Vogler , TE 
86-Dixon, DE 
87-Jaco, TE 
88-Cox, SE 
89-Ferguson , SE 
90-Robinson , TE 
9 1-Lill ie, TE 
92-Laser, OG 
93-Coburn, MG 
94-Adkins, LB 
95-Heilman, DE 
96-Cusick, DE 
97-T. Vogler, DE 
98-Kellum, DT 
99- Moore, TE 
urdue 
DEFENSE 
91 BLANE SMITH .................. LE 
75 CLEVELAND CROSBY ·-···· LT 
72 KEN LOUSHIN ...... .... .... MG 
73 CHRIS BARR ·-··· ····- ·-·· ·-·· RIT 
96 KIM CRIPE -·- ··· ···---··- ···· - RE 
48 FRED ARRINGTON --- ---- ·-- LB 
59 BOB MANNELLA -·-··-- ·- --- LB 
17 JEROME KING ·--·----· -- ---·- LC 
19 PAUL BEERY ·· ·· ··· ··-- ---·-··-- SS 
20 ROCK SUPAN ·-· ·--- ·· ·- -·· -- FS 
46 PAT HARRIS ··· ········ ·· ---- - RC 
OFFENSE 
81 RAYMOND SMITH ·- -- -·- ·-- SE 
71 JOHN LeFEBER -· ·-··-·-···· - QT 
53 JOHN FINUCAN ···-··-··- -- QG 
65 JAY VENZIN ····- ---·--·--·-· ·-- C 
50 CONNI£ ZEUNCIK -·--·-·- SG 
63 DAV£ LAFARY --· --··-----·-- - ST 
88 TIM EUBANK --· ···· ·-·--·---· - TE 
18 MARK VITALI ······ ·- ------ -- QB 
31 JOHN SKIBl,NSKI ··- ·- -- --- ·- FB 
25 SCOTT DIERKING ·· ·-·· -··- -- TB 
21 REGGIE ARNOLD ······---- -- FL 
THE BOILERMAKER SQUAD 
I-Eagin, P 55-Gibson , OG 
2-Bremner, FL/ P 56-Burgamy, LB 
3-Gary, K 57-Bury, MG 
l>--Turner, K SB-Motts, LB 
7-Barr, QB 59-Mannella , LB 
8-Sovereen, K 60-Pink, LB 
14-Metallic, QB 62-Ruwe, MG 
17-King, DB 63-Lafary, OT 
IS-Vitali, QB 64-Barberich, OG 
19-Beery, DB 65-Venzin , C 
20-Supan, DB 61>--Barr, MG 
21-Arnold, FL 68-Sullivan, OG 
24-Northington , TB 69-Savage, OT 
25-Dierking, TB 70-Palumbo, OL 
21>--Boykin , FB 71-LeFeber, OT 
27-Moss, TB 72-Loushin , MG 
2B-Robinson, DB 73-Barr, DT 
29--Jones, FL 74-McKenzie, OT 
31-Skibinski, FB 75-Crosby, DT 
32-Brown, FB 71>--Zwitt, OT 
34-Larkins, LB 77--Jackson , DT 
35-Travline, DB 7B-Blalock, MG 
37-Smifh , FB BO-Wirgowski, TE 
'40-Pope, DB B 1-Smith, SE 
41--Jimerson, DB BS-Turner, TE 
'42-Townsend , SE BB-Eubank, TE 
43-0liver, FL 90-Marks, LB 
'45-Harris, DB 91-Smith , DE 
46-Harris, DB 92-Floyd , DE 
4B-Arrington, LB 94-Jontony, OT 
50-Zelencik, OG 91>--Cripe, DE 
51-Wetendorf, C 9B-Benson , DE 
52-Williams, MG 93-Hall, OC 
53-Finucan, OG 95-0sman, LB 
54-Grimmett, MG , 
COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO 
OF OHIO, COLUMBUS 

REPRESENTING PURDUE 
ARTHUR G. HANSEN 
President 
GEORGE KING 
Athletic Director 
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ROY L. WHISTLER 
Faculty Representative 
ALEX AGASE 
Head Coach 
PURDUE ROSTER 
No. Name 
David Eagin 
2 Jim Bremner 
3 Steve Gary 
6 John Turner 
7 Steve Barr 
8 Scott Sovereen 
14 Joe Metallic 
17 Jerome King 
18 Mark Vitali 
19 Paul Beery 
20 Rock Supan 
21 Reggie Arnold 
24 Mike Northington 
25 Scott Dierking 
26 Tim Boykin 
27 Rick Moss 
28 Dwight Robinson 
29 Nick Jones 
31 John Skibinski 
32 Mike Brown 
34 Lee Larkins 
35 Mark Travline 
37 Rickey Smith 
40 Russell Pope 
41 Ken Jimerson 
52 Jesse Townsend 
43 Jappy Oliver 
45 Willie Harris 
46 Pat Harris 
Pos. Wpt. Hgt. 
P 190 6-2 
FUP 204 6-2 
K 155 5-8 
K 180 5-10 
QB 179 6-1 
K 196 6-3 
QB 199 6-2 
DB 172 5-10 
QB 201 6-4 
DB 195 5-11 
DB 190 6-1 
FL 197 6-2 
DB 181 5-10 
TB 213 5-10 
FB 211 6-2 
TB 180 5-11 
DB 186 5-10 
FL 173 6-1 
FB 222 6-2 
FB 213 6-1 
LB 215 6-2 
DB 175 5-11 
FB 195 5-2 
DB 176 5-10 
DB 174 5-10 
SE 191 6-2 
FL 205 6-2 
DB 193 6-0 
DB 176 5-11 
47 Anthony Thompson DB 174 6-0 
48 Fred Arrington LB 217 6-3 
Class Hometown 
So. Alexandria, Va. 
Jr. Indianapolis 
Sr. Carmel 
Sr. Middletown , 0 . 
So. Louisville , 0 . 
So. Midland , Mich . 
Jr. Indianapolis 
Jr. Jersey City, N.J. 
Sr. St. Charles, Ill. 
Jr. Fort Wayne 
So. Parma, 0 . 
Jr. Bartow, Fla. 
Sr. Louisville, Ky. 
Sr. West Chicago, Ill. 
Jr. Kent, 0 . 
No . Name 
55 Tom Gibson 
56 Mike Burgamy 
57 Jeff Bury 
58 Kevin Motts 
59 Bob Mannella 
60 Sam Pink 
61 Steve Schlundt 
62 Roger Ruwe 
63 Dave Lafary 
64 Mike Barberich 
65 Jay Venzin 
66 Jim Barr 
68 Joe Sullivan 
69 Marty Savage 
70 Greg Palumbo 
So. Mattoon, Ill. 71 John Lefeber 
So. Fort Wayne 72 Ken Loushin 
Jr. Indianapolis 73 Chris Barr 
Jr. Peru , Ill. 74 Steve McKenzie 
Jr. Macon, Ga. 75 Cleveland Crosby 
Jr. Hackensack, N.J. 76 Jon Zwitt 
So. Gary 77 Marcus Jackson 
Fr. Indianapolis 78 Don Blalock 
So. Rockford, Ill. 80 Nigel Wirgowski 
So. Springfield , Mass. 81 Raymond Smith 
Jr. Cincinnati , 0. 
Sr. Flint, Mich. 
Jr. Chicago, Ill. 
Jr. New Albany 
Jr. Indianapolis 
Jr. Fort Wayne 
85 Keena Turner 
88 Tim Eubank 
89 Ron Moore 
90 Mike Marks 
50 Connie Zelencik OG 245 6-4 Sr. Calumet City, Ill. 
91 Blane Smith 
92 Ruben Floyd 
94 Henry Jontony 
96 Kim Cripe 51 Rich Wetendorf C 240 6-2 Sr. Des Plaines, Ill. 
52 Roger Williams MG 218 6-2 Jr. Evansville 
53 John Finucan OG 217 6-1 Jr. Cleveland , 0 . 
54 Keevan Grimmett Mg 225 6-4 So. Harvey, Ill. 
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98 Hugh Benson 
93 Don Hall 
95 Mark Osman 
Pos. Wgt. Hgt. 
OG 240 6-3 
LB 220 6-1 
MG 215 6-0 
LB 206 6-3 
LB 233 6-0 
LB 202 6-2 
C 220 6-4 
MG 224 6-4 
OT 288 6-8 
OG 240 6-3 
C 226 6-3 
MG 208 5-10 
OG 234 6-4 
OT 249 6-7 
Class Hometown 
Sr. Willowick , 0 . 
Jr. Americus. Ga. 
So. Findlay, 0 . 
Fr. Mishawaka 
Sr. Niles, 0 . 
So. Farmington , Mich. 
Fr. Mishawaka 
Sr. Cincinnati , 0 . 
Sr. Cincinnati , 0 . 
Jr. Irwin , Pa. 
Sr. Westmoreland City, Pa. 
So. New Castle 
Sr. Merr illvil le 
So. Hillsboro , Ill. 
OL 242 6-3 So. Cleveland , 0 . 
OT 260 6-6 
MG 232 6-2 
DT 243 6-6 
OT 235 6-4 
DT 230 6-5 
OT 241 6-6 
DT 245 6-4 
MG 233 6-1 
TE 224 6-4 
SE 196 6-3 
TE 195 6-2 
TE 247 6-7 
SE 192 6-2 
LB 215 6-2 
DE 237 6-5 
DE 202 6-3 
OT 240 6-4 
DE 225 6-2 
DE 202 6-2 
oc 220 6-3 
LB 235 6-2 
Jr. Geneva, Ill. 
So. Richmond Hts., 0. 
Sr. New Castle 
Fr. Chicago, Ill. 
So. E. St.Louis, Ill . 
Sr. Evergreen Park , Ill. 
Fr. Lima, 0 . 
Jr. Cleveland, 0 . 
Sr. Bay City, Mich. 
So. Paris, Ky. 
Fr. Ch icago, Ill. 
Jr. Paoli 
Sr. Fli nt, Mich. 
Fr. Ch icago, Ill. 
Sr. Gary 
So. Canton, 0 . 
Fr. Cleveland 
Sr. Syracuse 
Jr. Evanston, Ill. 
Fr. Glen Ellyn , Ill. 
Fr. Wilmette , Ill. 
After four 
tough quarters, 
enioy sixteen 
tender ounces. 
It's a pound of prime. 
New York strip steak cut by hand, 
charcoal-broiled to perfection. 
We'll go to any degree 
to please . 
• 
Cards 
• Welcome 
Near the Colony Bazaar · 4540 Kenny Road · Phone 459-1414 
Open ll :30A.M.to 2:00A.M. 
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c:Q. qo,lke_~ qf/,eat-.,, INC. 
Serving Restaurants, Clubs, Institutions 
U.S. CHOICE AND PRIME BEEF 
CURED AND COOKED MEATS 
FROM OUR OWN SAUSAGE KITCHEN 
175 E. Rich Street 
Columbus, Ohio 
224-7257 
THE 
~at, 3Brink, 
and be fflerr~ HISS STAMP 
For over -W ve,1r;, , CRANDV IEW IN has 
been one of Americ,1 's finest re sta urants 
. .... Like fine wine, the I N h<1 s been 
perfected bv ,1gc. 'ruu ' II like th e d eli-
ciously prep,1red food <1t m oderJte prices. 
l'riv,1te partv room~ available. 
Before ,rnd after the game, meet your 
friends ,it ..... (Brandlliettl lJnn 
Known the world over 
for fine s teaks 
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COMPANY 
GEORGE W . RITCHEY, President 
and General Manager 
RUBBER, BRASS AND STEEL 
MARKING DEVICES 
BRONZE TABLETS 
NUMBERING MACHINES 
195 EAST LONG STREET 
COLUMBUS, OHIO 
Purdue Agase's First All-American Stop 
West Lafayette - Now starting his fourth season 
as the Purdue University football coach , Alex 
Agase, 54, became acquainted with West Lafayette 
long before he entered the coaching profession. 
A player and student here for a mere four 
months in the fall of 1945, Agase has been named 
to the all-time Purdue team, won one of his three 
all-America recognitions as a Boilermaker, and 
played on the last unbeaten, untied Purdue gridi-
ron team in history. 
In becoming Purdue 's 27th football coach in 
1973, Agase left Northwestern where he was head 
man for nine years. With the Wildcats , he was 
named Coach of the Year by the Football Writers 
of America in 1970 after guiding the Northwestern 
eleven to a second-place finish in the Big Ten -
its highest standing in 22 seasons. The following 
year the Wildcats repeated their conference 
second-place finish. 
Agase started his collegiate career at Illinois, 
where the sophomore won all-America honors as a 
guard in 1942. The next year Alex and several Il-
linois teammates came to Purdue as a part of the 
wartime V-12 program. 
Marine Corps duty in the South Pacific inter-
rupted his college education , 1944-45. On 
Okinawa he won a Bronze Star and Purple heart. 
Following his discharge, he returned to his origi-
nal school, Illinois, for his senior year. 
In the fall of 1946, he led the Illini to a Big Ten 
title-earning his third set of all-America creden-
tials in the process, and then on to a 45-14 Rose 
Bowl rout of UCLA on January 1, 1947. In August 
1947, he played with the College All-Stars in the 
annual charity game at Soldier's Field, and then 
reported to the Cleveland Browns in the profes-
sional ranks. 
The next six seasons Agase played for the 
Browns and Baltimore Colts , and then the 
Evanston, Illinois native turned to the coaching 
field. 
Ironically, Purdue was one of the first places he 
began his job hunting but suffered two near mis-
ses at becoming a Boilermaker assistant in the 
'50s. 
Agase began his collegiate coaching career at 
Iowa State University as line coach of the Big 
Eight Conference school. 
In 1956 Alex left Iowa State to join Ara Parseg-
hian's Northwestern coaching staff, starting a 17-
year tour of duty with the Wildcats. He was ap-
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Alex Agase 
pointed Northwestern 's 21st head football coach 
in 1964 when Parseghian became head coach at 
Notre Dame. 
The only player in college history to be named to 
the all-time teams of two schools, Agase's playing 
exploits earned him a spot on the Diamond An-
niversary All-Big Ten team . In 1963, he was in-
ducted into the College Football Hall of Fame. 
He has long been a prominent sports personality 
in the Midwest. In 1970, he was one of ten finalists 
for the " Outstanding Chicagoan " award given an-
nually by the Junior Chamber of Commerce, and 
he was also the 1970 recipient of Chicago 's Medal 
of Merit. 
In December 1974 he was named to the Ch icago 
Catholic League Hall of Fame and thus became 
only the second head coach to be so honored who 
had never coached or played in the league. The 
other was a gent who also coached in Indiana-
Frank Leahy of Notre Dame. 
6 JOHN TURNER Kicker 
1 DAVE EAGIN Punter 
77 MARCUS JACKSON Defensive Tackle 
72 KEN LOUSHIN Middle Guard 
27 RICK MOSS Tailback 
- -_., --_ .. ___ · -u.· .. -,: ..... .- .... . ' 
-- ', .tfllil!,' 
'v 
45 WILLIE HARRIS Defensive Back 
62 ROGER RUWE Middle Guard 
73 CHRIS BARR Defensive Tackle 
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56 MIKE BURGAMY linebacker 8 SCOTT SOVEREEN Kicker 
The 
Boilermakers 
96 KIM CRIPE Defensive End 98 HUGH BENSON Defensive End 58 KEVIN MOTIS Linebacker 48 FRED ARRINGTON Linebacker 
59 BOB MANNELLA Linebacker 34 LEE LARKINS Linebacker 17 JEROME KING Defensive Back 40 RUSSELL POPE Defensive Back 
19 PAUL BEERY Defensive Back 28 DWIGHT ROBINSON Defensive Back 2 0 ROCK SUPAN Defensive Back 46 PAT HARRIS Defensive Back 
43 JAPPY OLIVER Flanker 92 RUBEN FLOYD Defensive End 91 BLANE SMITH Defensive End 75 CLEVELAND CROSBY Defensive Tackle 
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Muscles alone 
aren't enough. 
Even the toughest pro needs protection. Shoulder pads, 
hip pads, helmet-with these, a player can give the game 
all he's got, without fear of injury. 
Life is much the same. Good health is important, but to 
get the most out of life, you need protection, too. That's 
where life insurance comes in. It can give you the security 
of knowing that your family will be protected, if you die. 
And, it can provide a reserve of funds for emergencies, 
education, retirement. To find out more about life insur-
ance, call your Agent from The Equitable, today. 
THE JACKSON AGENCY 
180 EAST BROAD STREET, SUITE 1000 
COLUMBUS, OHIO 43215 
PHONE: (614) 224-5221 
Christopher M. Jackson, CLU 
Agency Manager 
The Equitable Life Assurance Society of the United States, New York, N.Y. 
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PURDUE FOOTBALL COACHING STAFF 
(1st row) Bob Geiger, Fred Conti, Rick Venturi, Jack Ellis, Tom Roggeman, (2nd row) Jerry Hartman, 
George Catavolos, Pat Naughton, Mike Wynn. 
Tailgating is fun in the 
parking lot 
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(;iiy 8 i:tu~;~!:2 
"~om e of f!~e3foa9ie ,. 
~7M#Cs~~ ~~-~-~ 
~ .---~ FEATURING ~---, Ii. 
, 100 % FRESHLY GROUND CHUCK HAMBURGERS -~ 
, CHAR - BROILED & COOKED TO ORDER .-~ 
\\· GUY'S FAMOUS HOAGIE SANDWICH ;i 
~.
m_, :_ii_· iJ - *- Stop by for your -* -
1 osu \\ 
~ SPORTS COUNTDOWN POSTER ;,j, FREE WITH THE PURCHASE OF EACH ~, 14 INCH GIANT HOAGIE SANDWICH l 
Don·t. forg~t. our make -yo~r-own ~ala~J 
PATIO 
1466 Morse Rd. 
888-1887 
FRENCH MARKET CAMPUS 
6072 Busch 81vd. 12 E. 15th Ave. 
888-1888 299-1871 
GO BUCKS!! 
CiO BUCKS 
FOR ALL YOU BUCKEYE FANS 
STOP IN BEFORE AND AFTER THE 
GAME, WE ARE A LANDMARK 
ON THE SOUTH END OF CAMPUS 
AT 1573 N. HIGH 
COLD DRAFT BEER - 8 VARIETIES 
HOT SUBS - PIZZA - SANDWICHES 
LIQUOR 
SEE YELLOW PAGES FOR OTHER LOCATIONS 
CALL AHEAD FOR ORDER AT 421-1436 
Looking for a cozy out-of-the-way 
place you can take her for an even-
ing of good food, good drink, and 
good company? The Black Horse Inn 
is definitely out of the way; it took 
some of our customers months to 
find us. But the food alone makes 
the search worthwhile. You'll find a 
complete menu of the finest 
sandwiches, char-broiled meats, and 
the best barbecue ribs in town. 
There's a full 1 % ounce of your favo-
rite in each drink, and the friendly 
Olde English Pub atmosphere 
makes everybody good company. 
Take her to the Black Horse and 
enjoy each other. 
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1420 Presidential Dr. 
On Towne Square 
in Northwest Gardens 
488-7331 
Football Humor Might Be a Myth 
by GUS SCHRADER, Sports Editor, Cedar Rapids (Iowa) Gazette 
President, Football Writers Association of America 
There's a sardonic adage among 
backwoods guides about the predicta-
bility of the novices they take duck-
hunting or fishing: "Most of the early 
rising is done the night before." 
Let 's see, we ought to be able to 
adapt that to form a saying about 
football. Maybe something like "Most 
of the side-splitting halftime humor 
in the locker room is invented after 
the season is over." And probably-
as Bob Zuppke used to say-by some 
poet in the pressbox. 
Most sports writers will take their 
humor where they can find it, but not 
much of it comes from the locker 
room at halftime. Why not? Well, 
modern coaches find football a grim 
business. They tolerate precious little 
foolishness that near the task of win-
ning football games. 
Off the Deep End 
Oh, there are some of the "trite-
told tales" that postseason banquet 
speakers have used for years. You 
know the kind: The coach's halftime 
oration got his team so fired up that 
when he finished by saying, "I want 
you to go out that door and tear your 
opponents in half for Dear Old Si-
wash," the players charged through 
the door-and into the swimming 
pool. Yup, wrong door. 
You can see why the pressbox poets 
have to improve and improvise. For 
instance, do you think this one really 
happened? 
A coach was desperate for an idea 
as he followed his team into the lock-
es room at halftime. They were trail-
ing badly. As he groped for a moti-
vation angle, his eyes saw the word 
"PUSH" on the locker room door as 
he entered. 
That was it! He stalked into the 
room where his team was assembled. 
"Men, to succeed in life you need the 
same thing we are going to need in 
this second half," he intoned, "and 
it's expressed in a four-letter word 
printed on that door." 
The players' gaze followed his dra-
matic finger, and they saw "PULL" 
printed on the inside of the door . 
When Lee Corso was named foot-
ball coach at Indiana, he told the 
news media they were welcome to 
come to his locker room at halftime 
to see and hear what transpired. 
Knowing what a fun-loving free spir-
it Corso is, a large number of writers 
and broadcasters took him up on this 
offer the first season. Alas, very few 
humorous stories came out of it, as 
even a merry man like Corso is dead-
ly serious about football at halftime. 
Most coaches are honest. They 
•vould dearly love to enhance their 
image by telling writers how bril-
liantly they used psychology to 
change the game's direction. 
But here now is how Joe Paterno, 
coach of P enn State's fabulously suc-
cessful Nittany Lions, related the true 
story of what happened in the Orange 
Bowl Jan . 1, 1968. Kansas was leading 
14-7 with 1:30 to go when Penn State 
got the ball on the Kansas 49½-yard 
line. 
"We had two timeouts left," Joe 
told the Football Writers Association 
of America. "The clock was stopped 
for a TV timeout when we took over. 
I called our wide receiver, Bobby 
Campbell , and our quarterback, Chuck 
Burkhart, over to the sideline and 
told them our strategy. 
"I told these two players that on 
the first play I wanted Campbell to 
run a deep pattern and Burkhart to 
throw as long a pass as he could-
over the end zone if possible. I told 
them we wanted Kansas to think 
these foolish Penn State people had 
panicked and were going for the 
bomb. 
"Then, on second down, I wanted 
Burkhart to dump off a little pass to 
our great tight end, Ted Kawalik , 
who would catch them with their 
defense deep; and Ted could run the 
ball down in there close for us . We 
would use one of our last two time-
outs and set up a touchdown play. 
"These two great kids immediately 
began talking," Joe resumed. "Camp-
bell told Burkhart to get the ball to 
him down by the goal line and he'd 
catch it. I told them both to cut it 
out. We didn't want any heroes on 
that first play, just a long, long pass 
to fool Kansas. 
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"Well, the timeout was over and 
they started back onto the field still 
talking. You 've all seen the coach fol-
lowing his players onto the field , giv-
ing them last-second instructions. I 
was following those two guys and 
yelling at them not to fool around 
and risk an interception. 
"The ball was snapped and Burk-
hart faded to pass. Kansas put a 
heavy rush on him, and he barely got 
the ball away. It was over-thrown, 
however, as we wanted. 
"Campbell really had no chance to 
catch it , but he was so determined 
that he dove horizontally and some-
how caught the ball just before it hit 
the ground on the Kansas three-yard 
line. 
Dirty Dozen 
"We had a first down, ~nd because 
Kansas had 12 men on the field, it 
took us four plays to score. That made 
it 14-13, and we went for two points. 
On the first try, Kansas was penal-
ized for having the extra man on the 
field , and we made it on the next one 
to win 15-14. 
"It was a tremendous victory, but 
the thing I'll always remember was 
the great dedication those two play-
ers had on the play that was sup-
posed to be just a sham. 
"I went to the dressing room, and 
the newspaper writers came in. They 
wanted to know how I called that 
great play on first down to set up the 
touchdown. 
"I looked around at the squad and 
then turned back to the press. "Well, " 
I said, "I noticed that the Kansas 
safety man was playing a little tight 
and . .. " 
42 JESSE TOWNSEND Split End 
55 TOM GIBSON Offensive Guard 
65 JAY VENZIN Center 
50 CONNIE ZELENCIK Offensive Guard 
81 RAY SMITH Split End 
53 JOHN FINUCAN Defensive Guard 
51 RICH WETENDORF Center 
68 JOE SULLIVAN Offensive Guard 
71 JOHN LeFEBER Offensive Tackle 64 MIKE BARBERICH Offensive Tackle 
The 
Boilermakers 
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21 REGGIE ARNOLD Flanker 
32 MIKE BROWN Fullback 
18 MARK VITALI Quarterback 
74 STEVE McKENZIE Offensive Tackle 
22 BENNIE LEVERETT Tailback 
31 JOHN SKIBINSKI Fullback 
88 TIM EUBANK Tight End 
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63 DAVE LAFARY Offensive Tackle 
25 SCOTT DIERKING Tailback 
7 STEVE BARR Quarterback 
80 NIGEL WIRGOWSKI Tight End 
Celebrate Today's Victory At 
Columbus' Most Exciting Nightspot ... 
An Entertainment Utility 
·--~astae«w,-tti4«de,H,~tkitffliU4~/t£<'/de. 
~m~. ~ - ased pe ~ 36S ~aepwt! 
L A NE A V 
osu 
LOCATED IN 
GREAT WESTERN , 
SHO PPING CENTER 
AT 68 N. WILSON RD . 
(Ju st m inutes from OSU) 
276·0109 
come plug yourself in! 
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YOU CAN RELIVE TODAY'S GAME 
ON WOSU-TV 10:00p.m . Channel 34 
AND seven days a w eek ... Ohio State Broadcasting 
serves up wonderful rad io and TV broadc asts .... ...... . 
NEWS '76/'77 
Great Classical Music 
Sesame Street 
Wall $treet Week 
Dovvn Memory Lane 
Masterpiece Theatre 
National Geographic Specials 
YOU can join this great group of FRIENDS 
Call Merv Durea 421-2540 for the story. 
It ' s easy! It' s rewarding ! 
OHIO STATE BROADCASTING 
WOSU·TV 
CHANNEL~ 
C' I I 11 C. We give your ,, · · 
mouth more reasons 
to cheer. 
These candies are on sale in the stadium now. 
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THE OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY MARCHING BAND 
"The World of Disney" 
FORMATIONS 
PREGAME: Traditional Ramp Entrance 
Flag Raising Ceremony 
Purdue 
University Hall 
HALFTIME: Entrance 
Mouse Head 
Travel 
Double Concert 
Three Houses 
Finale and Star 
POSTGAME: Double Script Ohio 
and MUSIC 
"Buckeye Battle Cry" 
"Star-Spangled Banner" 
"Hail Purdue" 
"Across the Field" 
Chimes and "Carmen Ohio" 
"Zippety-Do-Dah" 
"Mickey Mouse March" 
"Supercalifragilisticexpialidocious'' 
"When You Wish Upon a Star" 
"Who's Afraid of the Big, Bad Wolf' 
"It's a Small World" 
"Le Regiment" 
"Buckeye Battle Cry" 
The newest recording by The Ohio State University Marching Band, "Stars, Stripes, 'n Brass," contains 
all of the school songs plus a selection of patriotic music. Records may be purchased at the Ohio Staters 
booths after the game or directly from the band; 1899 North College Road, Columbus, Ohio, 43210. Cost is 
$6.00 per record, $7.00 for stereo cassette, and $7.00 for 8-track tape, plus 50c for mailing. 
STAFF OF THE OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY MARCHING BAND 
Director .. ............................ ... Paul Droste 
Associate Director ............... Jon Woods 
Assistant Director ..... ..... ..... . Willie Sullivan 
Graduate Assistant ...... ........ Jeffrey Keller 
Drum Major .. ....... ................. Douglas Secrist 
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Secretary ............. .................. Karen Crockett 
Manager ............ .......... .......... Craig Hammon 
Announcer ............................ Edward Montgomery 
Music Arrangers .. ........ .. .... .. . Richard Heine 
John Tatgenhorst Edward Montgomery 
James Swearingen 
C¥re.sutti' 
for Memorable 
DAYS. 
Brunch & BWli Special. 
Call for reservations and get 
a delectable Brunch for one 
low price , followed by a ride 
to and from the game with 
fellow fans . Bus riders stay-
ing for dinner will be eligible 
for a special surprise . Our 
NIGHTS. 
Dinner and Drinks. 
Our famous Italian 
Cuisine and lobster tails , 
strip steak, broiled 
shrimp , pork chops. After 
dinner, visit our new Gar-
den of Eden Lounge for 
healthy spirits and relax-
ing entertainment. 
f \, MINUTES AWAY 
~ FROM O.S.U.! 
l J, Presutti 's Villa Ristorante 
, . 1692 W 5th Ave., 
11 :00 a.m . Brunch incl udes : 
fruit compote, juices, Danish 
pastry, eggs, tomatoes , ba-
con , country style sausage , 
beef hash , puddings, fried 
potatoes, ham , creamed 
chicken , creamed chipped 
beef. Call Before The 
Next Game For Reserva-
tions: 488-0795. 
f/, Columbus, Ohio 43212 1/1¼ , Phone : 488-0795 
" c~ ~
~~-__....--t -.. --.:.--.;.-" 
Free Parking BankAmericard Master Charge 
OFFICIAL 1976 OHIO STATE 
PRESS GUIDE FOR SALE 
WANT TO KNOW EVERYTHING THERE IS TO 
KNOW ABOUT OHIO STATE FOOTBALL? 
THEN BUY THE 1976 OFFICIAL PRESS 
GUIDE AND LEARN THE ANSWERS! 
IT'S THE FACT FINDER ! 
Send $3.00 to: Press Gulde, Room 237 St. John Arena, 
410 W. Woodruff, Columbus, 0 . 43210 
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American Express 
OHIO STATE 
FOOTBALL 
1976 
OFFICIAL PRESS GUIDE 
m ~NER CABLE 261-0001 
CIA Warner Communicat ions Company 
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THE DEVELOPMENT FUND 
The expanded phy1lcal education building, now under con-
struction at 17th Ave. and Tuttle Park Place, hH been named 
for Richard C. Larkins, director of athletlc1 from 1946 to 1970. 
Located In Larkin, Hall wlll be the Michael Peppe Aquatic 
Center, named for the Unlver1lty'1 llr1t swimming coach, and 
the Paul G. Benedum Recreation Center, named for an Ohio 
State alumnu1 and benefactor. It WH a $1 mllllon pledge from 
the Claude Worthington Benedum Foundation In Paul G. Be-
nedum•, name that ,tarted off the $5 mllllon fund drive to 
match the General A11embly'1 appropriation for the expansion. 
New facllltlea will Include a 50-meter Olympic standard pool, a 
diving bay and a handball court. The building 11 to be com-
pleted next summer. 
Developing funds, developing friends 
The Ohio State University Development Fund 's 
staff does more than raise funds. 
" We try to be 'friend raisers ' as well as fund 
raisers, " says Development Director Saul Seigel. 
" It 's personalness and thoughtfulness that count 
most today." 
As the University 's official agency for seeking 
and receiving gifts, the Fund has raised nearly $78 
million from 872,000 contributors since its found-
ing in 1939. 
Private gifts are needed more than ever before 
because Ohio State is only tax-assisted , not totally 
tax-supported , Seigel stresses. Government ap-
propriations covered approximately 45 per cent of 
the University's $355 million budget in fiscal 1976. 
For example, in 1973 the Ohio General Assembly 
appropriated half of the $10 million needed to ex-
pand Ohio State's student recreation and physical 
education facilities. 
John F. Haven, (11ated), chairman of the Development 
Fund'• Board of Director,, looks over a fund growth 
chart with Development Director Saul Selgel. Haven, 
played a major role In the 1ucce11ful drive for expand-
Ing Ohio State•, student recreation and physical educa-
tion facllltlea. 
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Under the volunteer leadership of Columbus 
financier John F. Havens and golf great Jack 
Nicklaus, the Development Fund launched a suc-
cessful national campaign to raise the remaining 
$5 million from private sources. 
Today, three " neighborhood " recreation centers 
are complete and construction is proceeding on a 
main building . 
Contributions to the Development Fund ex-
ceeded $8.2 million for 1975, a 43 per cent in-
crease over the previous year. Ninety-five per cent 
of the gifts go to specified projects, such as fac-
ulty support, student financial aid , equipment and 
capital improvements, academic chairs and pro-
fessorships, and research . 
University President Harold L. Enarson , whom 
Seigel calls " the University's top fund raiser," has 
cited three major targets of opportunity for private 
fund raising : 
• Expanding education opportunities for stu-
dents, particularly National Merit and National 
Achievement Scholarship winners and minorities 
in the professions. 
• Strengthening the faculty through more en-
dowed chairs and professorships. 
• Substantially increasing the University 's 
capacity to meet special or emergency needs , 
through unrestricted funds. 
In order to meet these needs for unrestricted 
monies, the Development Fund has established the 
President's Fund. This money will be used at the 
president 's direction to alleviate the University's 
most critical needs during the 1970's and 1980's. 
Seigel , who became Ohio State's first develop-
ment director in August 1975, says his goal is " to 
develop a renaissance of confidence, pride, spirit 
and optimism about the future of our University. " 
He noted that the support of the University's 
administration , beginning with President Enarson, 
and the contributions of the Fund 's volunteer 
board of directors were instrumental in the suc-
cess of the Development Fund in increasing both 
the number of contributors and amounts given 
this year. 
Contributions and questions regarding the De-
velopment Fund should be referred to Saul Seigel , 
Di rector of Development, (614) 422-2141. 
ACROSS THE FIELD 
Fight that team across the field, 
Show them Ohio's here, 
Set the earth reverberating with a 
mighty cheer 
Rah! Rah! Rah! 
Hit them hard and see how they fall; 
Never let that team get the ball, 
Hail! Hail! the gang's all here, 
So let's win that old conference now. 
CARMEN OHIO 
Oh! Come let's sing Ohio's praise, 
And songs to Alma Mater raise; 
While our hearts rebounding thrill, 
With joy which death alone can still. 
Summer's heat or Winter's cold, 
The seasons pass, the yeaFs will roll ; 
Time and change will surely show 
How firm thy friendship 0-hi-o. 
BUCKEYE BATTLE CRY 
In old Ohio there's a team, 
That's known thru-out the land; 
Eleven warriors, brave and bold, 
Whose fame will ever stand, 
And when the ball goes over, 
Our cheers will reach the sky, 
Ohio Field will hear again 
The Buckeye Battle Cry -. 
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Drive! Drive on down the field , 
Men of the scarlet and gray; 
Don't let them thru that I ine, 
We have to win this game today, 
Come on, Ohio! 
Smash thru to victory 
We cheer you as we go: 
Our honor defend 
So we'll fight to the end for O Hi o. 
Put the Un in Fun with ... 
tbeUncola 
The UN And Only Is Available During the Game 
at the Nearest Concession Stand 
One of the Many Products Bottled and Marketed by Beverage Management Inc . 
WE'RE CLOSE BY WITH THREE LOCATIONS 
/\f\ AKERMAN & f Mc§onii~·s OLENTANGY 
LANE AVE. ; nosu ~ STADIUM /\f\ N. HIGH ST. fMc!onii~·s AT 19thAVE. uJ 
_J 
0 
/\f\ STUDENT UNION f Mc!onii~·s LOWER LEVEL 
AtMcDonalds; wedoitall forlou 
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Touchdown or 
Field Goal 
\ 
Illegally Passing 
or Handling Ball 
Forward 
Loss of Down 
Illegal Shift 
Ineligible Receiver 
Down Field on Pass 
Code of Officials Signals 
Helping the Runner, 
or Interlocked 
Interference 
Grasping 
Face Mask Delay of Game 
Incomplete Forward Pass, 
Penalty Declined, Touching a Forward 
Pass or Scrimmage Kick No Play, or No Score 
Substitu tion 
Infractions 
( 
Player Disqualified 
Ball Illegally Touched, 
Kicked, or Batted 
Clipping 
Illegal use of 
Hands and Arms 
Time out; eferee's 
Discretionary or Excess 
Time Out followed with 
tapping hands on chest. 
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Safety 
Illegal Procedure 
or Position 
Illegal Motion 
Forward Pass or 
Kick Catching 
Interference 
lu.J,LJ 
~ 
Ball Dead; If Hand 
is Moved from Side 
Rough ing the Ki cker to Side : Touchback 
= ..r 
Non-contact Fouls 
l!fo~,\ 
'«/\ / 
' I 
'I 
.. 
. ' 
' . 
Blocking Below 
the Waist 
Personal Foul 
.' ·'.· ' 
· .. ·· 
~ -: 
' ' :' ,' 
,...,., 
"(/ Start the Clock 
' 
Offside (Infraction 
of scrimmage or 
free kick formation) 
First Down 
Intentional 
Grounding 
r-ohi0Stat~niversit~ie~7.5ope7°tie~~~$14.oo-, 
Mail to : Plus 50¢ Shipping & Handling 
Saville Row I enclose my checl< or money order 
2020 Brice Road payab le to "Saville Row". 
Reynoldsburg, Ohio 43068 
Quan. Item Price 
Ohio State University Tie "A" 
Ohio State University Tie "B" 
Total 
Ohio State Residents add 4% Sales Tax 
Pius Shipping & Handling .50 
Total 
Please charge to my: o American Express o Master Charge oBankAmericard 
Account # 
Signature 
Name 
Address 
Expires 
City, State 
L------------- -----------
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OHIO STATE'S ALL-OPPONENT RECORD-1890-1915 
OIU OIU First Last osu osu First 
won ..... TIM 
.._ 
.._ Team Wen List T Game 
4 1 0 1891 1895 Miami ... . . .. ... •.. . .. . 2 0 0 1904 1911 
1 0 0 1894 1894 Michigan ..... .. ..... . 28 , 5 1897 19 
0 1 0 1967 1967 Michigan State .. ....• . 8 e 1912 19 
0 0 1 1917 1917 Minnesota ...........• . 14 s 0 1921 1975 
5 1 0 1920 1972 Missouri .....• . , • . . . . . . 8 0 1 1939 191 1 0 0 1917 1917 Mount Union ... ..... .. 1 0 0 1930 19 
0 1 0 1904 1904 Muskingum . . . .... . . .. . 7 0 9 1891., 19 
11 10 2 1894 1918 Navy ...... . . ....... .. • 2 0 0 1.830 1931 
0 l 0 1895 1895 Nebraska ........ . ..... 2 0 0 1955 1956 
10 2 2 1920 1939 New York University . ... 2 0 0 1936 1938 
9 2 0 1893 1930 North Carolina ......... 3 1 0 1962 1975 
l 0 1 1923 1934 Northwestern • . . . . . . .. . 34 13 1 1913 1974 
0 1 0 1971 1971 Notre Dame ...... .. . .. 0 2 0 1935 1936 
2 0 0 1925 1926 Oberlin .... ... . . ....... 13 9 3 1892 192' 
2 1 0 1894 1897 Ohio Medical ...... .... 5 2 1 1896 1906 
0 2 0 1939 1940 Ohio University ... , ..... 4 0 0 1899 1902 
1 0 0 1892 1892 Ohio Wesleyan .. .... . .. 26 2 1 1890 1932 
14 1 2 1890 1927 Oregon .... .. .... ...... 5 0 0 1957 1968 
1 0 0 1905 1905 Oregon State .... .. .... 1 0 0 1974 1974 
1 0 0 1935 1935 Otterbein .............. 13 2 3 1893 1912 
2 1 0 1955 1970 Pennsylvania . ... . ..... 3 0 0 1932 1953 
1 0 0 1942 1942 Pennsylvania State . . ... 1 4 0 1912 1975 
1 1 0 1943 1944 Pittsburgh .. .. ... ...... 13 4 1 1929 1954 
3 0 0 1898 1907 Princeton .......... . .. 0 1 1 1927 1928 
41 19 4 1902 1975 Purdue .. ... ....... . ... 17 7 2 1919 1975 
39 10 4 1901 1975 Seventeenth Regiment . 1 0 0 1894 1894 
24 10 2 1922 1975 Southern California .... 9 7 1 1937 1974 
1 1 0 1942 1943 Southern Methodist .... 6 1 0 1950 1974 
3 0 0 1895 1935 Stanford .............. 1 2 0 1955 1970 
17 6 0 1890 1929 Syracuse . ... . .....•... 0 1 0 1911 1911 
6 2 0 1892 1902 Texas A. & M .... ....•.. · 2 0 0 1t6l 1970 
1394 King Ave. YOU ALWAYS WIN 488-8-7790 
with 
and IVr,nate.-?1231 
Black Red-Green-Gray 
THE ULTIMATE IN SEAL COATING PROTECTION 
For Asphalt and Concrete Drives, Parking Lots, and Play Areas 
BLACKTOP MAINTENANCE CO. 
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()C:lJpHOTO ARCHIVF'S 
75 BROWN HALL 
® 
SERVING COLUMBUS AT THESE CONVENIENT LOCATIONS: 
NORTH 
O.S.U. AREA 
1864 N. HIGH ST. 
2060 N. HIGH ST. 
1665 W. LANE AV. 
3121 OLENTANGY RIVER RD. 
WEST 
4400 KARL ROAD 385 GEORG ESVI LLE ROAD 
DOWNTOWN 2485 DUBLIN-GRANVILLE ROAD 
EAST 
771 S. HAMILTON ROAD 
180 N. HIGH STREET 
FEATURING THE VERY BEST IN ... 
e U.S.D.A . CHOICE STEAK SELECTIONS 
e GREAT SEAFOOD DINNERS 
e BATCH OF BURGERS SANDWICH SELECTION 
e FAST, FRIENDLY SERVICE AND HOSPITALITY 
e BREAKFAST, LUNCH AND DINNER MENUS 
STOP IN ANYTIME FOR A GREAT EAT.ING EXPERIENCE! 
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ALSO TRY A NEW EXPERIENCE 
AT THE WINE CAVERN 
IN THE. 
OHIO STATER MALL 
2060 N . HIGH 5 T . (.it Wood, 1111) 
COME DOWN THE RAMP 
FOR A GREAT WINE AND CHEESE CUtSINE 
TIM SAWICKI , MG, 6-0, 218, 18, 
Mayfield . .. a standout defensive player 
who earned all-Ohio recognition as a 
senior .. . played defensive tackle , 
linebacker and middle guard at Mayfield , 
but is concentrating solely on the 
latter at Ohio State ... a very tough 
competitor who is expected to provide 
solid back-up support for starting middle 
guard Aaron Brown ... earned seven 
prep letters. four in track and three in 
football ... served as captain of both 
squads as a senior ... wants to study 
veterinary medicine .. . 
RICKY JOHNSON, TB, 6-0. 195, 17, 
Santa Maria, Calif. has been ham-
pered by injuries much of the year, but 
has great potential at tailback ... rushed 
for 1,667 yards and 14 touchdowns last 
year ... in two years as a starter, he tal-
lied 25 TD's and compiled 2,667 yards 
rushing ... named to several prep All-
America squads ... also a standout high 
school basketball player ... father is a 
minister .. . plans to major in physical 
education . .. admires Rickey Bell and 0 . 
J. Simpson . . . 
MIKE STRAH INE, OB, 6-0, 185, 18, 
Lakewood ... shifted from running back 
to quarterback last year and led 
Lakewood to its first league title in nine 
years and an overall record of 9-1 . 
first-team all-Ohio . . rushed for 1,003 
yards and 15 touchdowns last year ... 
also threw for 700 yards and nine 
touchdowns ... career stats show 30 
TD's and over 2,500 yards rushing to go 
along w ith 980 yards passing and 430 
yards in receptions .. . MVP as a junior 
at tailback. MVP as a senior quarterback 
. . . won three letters in football and four 
in baseball . 
ED MILLS, OT, 6-7. 250, 18, Columbus 
.. enjoyed an outstanding caree r at 
Eastmoor High School, winning two let-
ters each in football and basketball ... 
all-city in both sports and honorable 
mention all-state in football ... all-
district in basketball ... chosen to play 
in the North-South football and basket-
ball games ... wants to study business at 
Ohio State . admires Ed " Too Tall " 
Jones ... 
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DOUG MACKIE, OT, 6-4 , 245, 19, 
Saugus. Mass. has moved in as the 
Buckeyes No. 2 right tackle ... named to 
several Al l-America teams as a junior and 
a consensus choice as a senior ... 
selected to the Prep Al l-America Super 
11 team and the Best College Prospects 
team ... his team finished with a 9-1 
record this past year, and had eight 
shutouts ... won three letters in track 
and was state discus champ ion as a 
senior ... hobbies are carving and leath-
ercraft .. . 
Try using ordinary binoculars to follow the Quarterback 
fading bock fora pass and then switching to a wide 
receiver sprinting into the end zone. Con·t be done. 
Because no matter how good your binoculars ore, you 
miss a lot of the action if you can't change focus 
fast enough. 
Bushnell's unique lnsto -Focus ends this problem forever. With lnsto -Focus 
you con change focus as often as you wont - instontl½ 
Bushnell binoculars with lnsto -Focus ore the only binoculars mode 
specifically for the fan of fast moving sports action. Racing, hunting, bird 
watching, anything. See them for yourself in better camera and sporting 
goods stores everywhere. 
For a free catalog write . Bushnell Optical Company. Dept. NCM02 
Pasadena. California 91107. 
Bushnell/The Innovators. 
Division of Bausch & Lomb ON,ces in Tokyo, Vancouver, BC and Dealers the world over 
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OHIO STATE 
ALL-AMERICANS 
(The following Ohio State football 
players are listed in the Official NCAA 
Football Guide as All-Americans. All re-
ceived first team votes by the leading 
selection committees.) 
ENDS 
Charles Bolen .............................. .. ...... 1917 
Harold Cunningham .......................... . 1924 
Wesley Fesler .................. 1928, 1929, 1930 
Merle Wendt... .... ... ..... .. ............. 1934, 1935 
Esco Sarkkinen .................. .. ............... 1939 
Robert Shaw ..... ... .... .. ................ .. ..... .. . 1942 
Jack Dugger ......................... .. ............. 1944 
Dean Dugger .................. .... ................. 1954 
James Houston ......... .. .............. 1958, 1959 
Jan White .............................. .. ............. 1970 
Van Decree ... .. ............ .............. 1973, 1974 
TACKLES 
Robert Karch .............. ... ...................... 1916 
lo las Huffman ...................................... 1921 
Leo Raskowski .. .. ... .. .. .. .. ..................... 1927 
Charles Csuri. ................................ ...... 1942 
William Willis ...... .. ....... .. ...................... 1944 
Warren Amling ...... ........... ..... .. ............ 1946 
James Marshall ...................... .. ........... 1958 
James Davidson .. .. ...... ... ..................... 1964 
Douglas Van Horn .......... .. .. .. ..... ......... 1965 
David Foley ... .. .. .. ... .. ............................ 1968 
Rufus Mayes .. .............. .. ...................... 1968 
John Hicks ........................... ...... 1972, 1973 
Kurt Schumacher .............. ... ............... 1974 
Pete Cusick ... ........ .. ............................ 1974 
GUARDS 
lolas Huffman ...................................... 1920 
Edwin Hess ................................ 1925, 1926 
Joseph Gailus ...... .... .... .. ...................... 1932 
Regis Monahan ...................... .. ........... 1934 
Inwood Smith ....... .... .. ......... ................ 1935 
Gust Zarnas .. ......... ................ .. ............ 1937 
Lindell Houston ........... .. ...................... 1942 
William Hackett ........................... ........ 1944 
Warren Amling ...... .. ... ......................... 1945 
Robert Momsen ...... .. ...... .. ... ............... 1950 
Mike Takacs .... ..................... .. ............. 1952 
James Parker ........ .................... 1955, 1956 
Aurelius Thomas ........................ .. ...... . 1957 
James Stillwagon ............ .. .... .. .. 1969, 1970 
Ted Smith ..... ..... .. ................... .... ......... 1975 
CENTERS 
Gomer Jones ...... .. .... .. ................ .. ....... 1935 
Robert McCullough ............................ 1950 
Ray Pryor .......... ..... .. .. ...... .......... .... ...... 1966 
Tom Deleone ... .... .. ..... .................. .. .... 1971 
Steve Meyers ............ .. ...................... .. . 1974 
LINEBACKERS 
Dwight Kelley .. .......................... 1964, 1965 
Jack Tatum ........ .. ... ... ... .......... .. . 1969, 1970 
Randy Gradishar ....................... 1972, 1973 
OFFENSIVE BACKS 
Charles Harley ................ 1916, 1917, 1919 
Gaylord Stinchcomb ......... .. .. ...... ........ 1920 
Martin Karow .. .. ........................... .. ...... 1926 
Donald Scott .. .... ....... ....... .............. .. .. . 1939 
Leslie Horvath .. ....... ............................ 1944 
Victor Janowicz ........... .. ...................... 1950 
Howard Cassady ................... .... 1954, 1955 
Robert White ............ .. ... .... ............... ... 1958 
Robert Ferguson ....................... 1960, 1961 
Rex Kern ................................ .. .. .. ........ 1969 
Jim Otis ....... .. ......................... .. ............ 1969 
John Brockington .. - ............. .. ............ 1970 
Archie Griffin .. _ ............... 1973, 1974, 1975 
DEFENSIVE BACKS 
Arnold Chonko ................ .. .................. 1964 
Ted Provost ............. ........... ................. 1969 
Mike Sensibaugh ................. .. ............. 1970 
Tim Anderson ... ..... .. ................. , ... .. ..... 1970 
Neal Colzie .................... .. .................... 1974 
Tim Fox ...... .. .............. ..... ..................... 1975 
PUNTER 
Tom Skladany ...... .. ......... .. ........ 1974, 1975 
BIG TEN SCHEDULE AND SCORES 
September 11 
MINNESOTA 32, INDIANA 13 
ILLINOIS 24, IOWA 6 
MICHIGAN 40, WISCONSIN 27 
OHIO STATE 49, MICHIGAN STATE 21 
PURDUE 31 , NORTHWESTERN 19 
September 18 
OHIO STATE 12, Penn State 7 
ILLINOIS 31 , Missouri 6 
IOWA 41 , Syracuse 3 
MICHIGAN ST. 21 , Wyoming 10 
MICHIGAN 51 , Stanford 0 
MINNESOTA 28, Washington State 14 
Nebraska 45, INDIANA 13 
Notre Dame 22, PURDUE 0 
No. Carolina 12, NORTHWESTERN 0 
WISCONSIN 45, North Dakota 9 
September 25 
Missouri 22, OHIO STATE 21 
MICHIGAN 70, Navy 14 
IOWA 7, Penn State 6 
Baylor 34, ILLINOIS 19 
MINNESOTA 21 , W. Michigan 10 
Notre Dame 48, NORTHWESTERN 0 
INDIANA 20, Washington 13 
WISCONSIN 35, Washington St. 26 
Southern Cal 31 , PURDUE 13 
MICHIGAN STATE 31 , N. Carolina St. 31 
October 2 
OHIO STATE 10, UCLA 10 
Notre Dame 24, MICHIGAN ST. 6 
Arizona 27, NORTHWESTERN 15 
North Carolina St. 24, INDIANA 21 
Texas A&M 14, ILLINOIS 7 
Wash ington 38, MINNESOTA 7 
Kansas 34, WISCONSIN 24 
PURDUE 42, Miami 20 
Southern Cal. 55, IOWA 0 
MICHIGAN 31 , Wake Forest 0 
October 9 
OHIO STATE 34, IOWA 14 
MICHIGAN 42, MICHIGAN ST. 10 
MINNESOTA 29, ILLINOIS 14 
PURDUE 18, WISCONSIN 16 
INDIANA 7, NORTHWESTERN 0 
October 16 
OHIO STATE 30, WISCONSIN 20 
ILLINOIS 21 , PURDUE 17 
INDIANA 14, IOWA 7 
MINNESOTA 14, MICHIGAN ST. 10 
MICHIGAN 38, NORTHWESTERN 7 
October 23 
MICHIGAN STATE at ILLINOIS 
MICHIGAN at INDIANA 
IOWA at MINNESOTA 
WISCONSIN at NORTHWESTERN 
PURDUE at OHIO STATE 
October 30 
WISCONSIN at ILLINOIS 
OHIO STATE at INDIANA 
NORTHWESTERN at IOWA 
MINNESOTA at MICHIGAN 
PURDUE at MICHIGAN STATE 
November 6 
INDIANA at MICHIGAN STATE 
MINNESOTA at NORTHWESTERN 
ILLINOIS at OHIO STATE 
MICHIGAN at PURDUE 
IOWA at WISCONSIN 
November 13 
WISCONSIN at INDIANA 
PURDUE at IOWA 
ILLINOIS at MICHIGAN 
OHIO STATE at MINNESOTA 
MICHIGAN STATE at NORTHWESTERN 
November 20 
NORTHWESTERN at ILLINOIS 
IOWA at MICHIGAN STATE 
MICHIGAN at OHIO STATE 
INDIANA at PURDUE 
MINNESOTA at WISCONSIN 
"YOU ARE A STRANGER HERE BUT ONCE" 
"The Image" 
1872 N. HIGH ST. 
ACROSS FROM MERSHON 
• MONEY BACK LAYAWAY PLAN r• J 
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DISTINCTIVE LADIES SPORTSWEAR 
for those with unique and selective taste 
OHIO STATE'S 
NEWEST FASHION 
STORE FOR WOMEN 
.. . . a friendly atmosphere 
Where Looking i Welcome 
With No Pre ure Selling 
And Where Fa hion Merchandi e 
Is At Rea onable Prices 
Complete your football Saturday with a Look 
at Your Image before, after, or if you are not 
a fan , during the game 
OPEN 10 A.M.-6 P.M. MON.-SAT. 
(THURS TILL 8 P.M .) 
e NO SALE IS FINAL! 
e MONEY BACK LAYAWAY ·PLAN 
First round 
draft choice. 
-- .... ---· -
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